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A different
kind of novel
Sappy romance novels

semester fee

are making a comeback

By Kyi* Reynolds

in today's market, said

Senior Reporter

Brown Bag luncheon

University officials are looking for
student approval in order to enact a
S50 per semester fee going towards
the Stroll Center, but exactly what
kind of approval is needed has been
up for debate.
As opposed to academic buildings,
all student fees forgeneral-use buildings require an indication of student
support, which the University has
received before for the Union and
the field House.
At the very least, an endorsement by the Undergraduate Student
Government is needed to prove
student support, said Hob Kvans,
administrative assistant in communications for the Ohio Board of
Regents.
"An indication of support of the
student government is the minimum we would expect," Evans said.
"Ideally, we prefer to have an indication of support through a student
poll."
If USG endorses the Stroh Center
student fee, then the requirement
for snident support will be met and
the fee will be instituted, Athletic
Director Greg Christopher said.
USG will be voting on the resolution to endorse the Stroh Center student fee on Feb. 16, USG President
lohn Waynick said.
The fee will take effect upon the
opening of the Stroh Center, which is
expected to be completed by 2011 or
2012, Christopher said. The fee will
be in effect for 10-15 years to pay the
mortgage, he said.
There has been some opposition
in USG over the fee. but it has mostly
been over the idea that this money
could go to better use, said Waynick.
who supports the resolution.
Since S12.9 million in private
donations have already been made
to the University for this estimated
S36 million project, Waynick said
the money being raised couldn't go
towards any other'projects.
"If the resolution doesn't pass it is
like saying 'Thanks, but no thanks' to
the donors," Waynick said. "I know
it is tough in these economic times,
but S50 a semester is not a lot to ask
for."
Starmisha Conyers-Page, USG

speaker Nancy Down
| Page 3

Dialing P' for
perspective
Columnist Levi Joseph
Wonder gives in and
buys a cell phone,
gaining not only a
communication source
but an interesting
perspective | Page 4

Drug war
causing lives,
money lost
Columnist Josh
Whetherholt thinks
legalizing marijuana
may help to end the
civl war in Mexico
|Page 4

Salmonella
death toll
rises to nine
The death of a
Medina County
woman has been linked
to the current strain
of salmonella that has
caused eight other
deaths | Page 6

Reaching a
compromise
A new compromise
has been reached for
the stimulus package
and President Barack
Obama could sign it
within days | Page 10

The wins just
keep coming

SeeUSG|Page2

Men's basketball
continues its winning
streak, defeating the
University of Toledo

Universities consider changing calenders

last night 59-54 for its
sixth straight win

OHIO
t viumir

|Page7i

OHIO
SIATE

Cincinnati

WRIUH1 SI Ml

Ohio colleges involved in the quarter system look to switch to semesters
By Gina PotthoH
Managing Editor

Complete this phrase:
"It's raining like..."

MATT MAUK
Senior. Sculpture
"...a lady in the night
sweating in church."

| Page 4

k

higgling 15 weeks of grueling
class work and extracurriculars
is nothing out of the ordinary
for students at the University,
butstudentsatfourOhiopublic
universities may get thrown off
by the semester workload in fall
2012.
After a recommendation
from the University System
of Ohio Strategic Plan for
Higher Education last year, the
University of Cincinnati, Ohio
State University, Wright State
University and Ohio University
— the only schools currently on
the quarter system — are considering the switch to semesters.
The switch is intended
to put all of Ohio's 14 state
Universities on a common academic calendar, which could

make transferring students and
credits easier. So far, the Board
of Trustees at the University of
Cincinnati and Ohio University
have approved the transition.

THE PLANNING STAGE
An exploratory subcommittee at Wright State, which
currently uses a three 10-week
quarters system running from
September to lune, has been
examining what a semester
switch would entail for the university. The committee is considering the amount of resources needed for the transition and
developing a timeline for the
process.
WSU RegistrarMarian Hogue
said the committee will be presenting its recommendations
to Faculty Senate next month
and the Board of Trustees will
vote on the proposal at the end
of March.

Quarter to semester
decisions:
■ Wright State University
— up for approval the end of
March
■ Ohio State University
— up for approval the end of
March
■ Ohio University — approved
October 2008
■ University of Cincinnati —
approved November 2008

"We can all see how |the
twitch] would be an advantage," Hogue said.
She noted revamping the
curriculum as a huge positive of
thetransition.sincethe courses
would have to be rewritten fora
semester course load.
"I do think it's a great idea,"
See SEMESTERS | Page 2
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STEP UP: Yesterday. The New York Times best-selling author Dave Pelzer addressed hundreds of students, asking them to step up and prepare yourself for greatness

Author speaks, asks students to 'step up
By John Bis..I
Reporter
Dave Pelzer is looking for real
heroes to step up to the plate.
Pelzer, author of The New York
Times best-selling book "A Child
Called it,"' believes that college
students of any age, sex or race

can serve as one of those heroes.
"We are all on the mission
to greatness, so prepare yourself for greatness," Pelzer said
to two crowds in Olscamp Hall
last night. He spoke in front of
See SPEAKER
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LastWeek'sWinner

HAVE A WITTY OR FUNNY CAPTION FOR THIS PHOTO?

BLOTTER
MONDAY FEB. 9
1:59 A.M.
Zachary Nehls and Aaron Skees,
both of Port Clinton. Ohio, were
cited for drug possession less than
100 grams.

Arryon Smeltzer

the Education Building steps. An
officer spoke to the subjects and
they were sent on their way.

Arr>raiLss<iiic)iiiniiillniiis\vkk.()hii).iiiajoringin|Xiiming. And he blows Bui nol at painting; IK- blows glass for (he
Slink in AH (Ifciss Association. I le uses that same lung ca|xic
ity lo play nines on his didjerkioo.

6:24 P.M.
Complainant reported a juvenile
male was running around with his
pants down, showing his privates
to four juvenile girls.

TUESDAY. FEB. 10
1O:20A.M.
Jonathon Daniels. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage possession after admitting to
drinking a 40 ounce bottle of King
Cobra Malt Liquor.

3:14 P.M.
Complainant reported another
student had threatened her in
Harshman Chapman

WEDNESDAY
FEB. 11
3:24 A.M.
Kenneth Hudson. 22, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for domestic
violence after a female victim
stated he struck her three times on
the right side of her face.

MICHAEl WEIGMAN
YOUR CAPTION HERE: Submii your caption to captioncontest^bgviewscom or

4:50 P.M.
Someone reported approximate!
10 skateboarders were jumping

% ^

LIFE

From Page 1

According to Life Formations'
CEO Rodney lleiligmann in
a promotional video, "At the
heart of anything we're going to
create is
original idea, newfound techniques and a desire
to create something that's
never, ever been seen before.
Take all the different ideas that
everybody has, pull them ail
together and create this new
entity that people arc able to
buy into."
Life Formations has provided products for museums and
amusement parks around the
world. The company created a
20-foot dinosaur at l.olte World,
a park in South Korea, which is
one of W'oodbury's favorite crealions, and several characters
at the World of Disney store in
downtown Disney World.
"For museums, we did the
Lincoln Presidential Library
Museum," Woodbury said.
"The list goes on and on."
Life Formations has also
done brand name work in the
past, such as creating a life-like
Colonel Sanders for the KFC
Museum, as well as work for 7Up and Campbell's, Woodbury
said.
But apart from name brands
and amusement park work, Life
Formationsalso works with private clients.
"Sometimes a client will call
us and know exactly what they
want," Woodbury said. "Other
times they'll say, 'We have this
face, what kind of ideas can
you come up with for us.' That's
when we usually have our most
fun developing some crazy idea
that we can build."
The process begins with
stock heads that will either be
customized or hand-molded,
Woodbury said. The body will

ONLINE: Go lo bgnewscom for (he

at bgnewscom for your chance to have your photo and your caption appear in next

complete blotter list

Thursday's issue of The BG News Be suie to include your contact information to be con-

then be cut out of foam or fiberglass and then cast in siliconc or
fiberglass. After the body work
is done, the model is taken to the
back of the studio to the control
room where the mechanics are
inserted, he said.
In a room littered with
advanced technology and
robotic parts on counters and
in various work-boxes, Justin
Smith, a system project manager, is working on an interactive Put-Put hole.
"This is where we add technology to art," he said. "We
build all the control systems
and add audio with them and
also do preprogramming."
"Everything we do is custommade depending on what the
client wants," Smith said.
So why has Life Formations
decided tostickaround Bowling
Green after so much success?
"It's where the company
was founded," Woodbury said.
"There's really no reason to
move. We can pull a lot of help
from the University, from the
art department; that's been a
really good resource for us. It's
kind of nice being out in the
middle of the cornfields. The
cost of living is low enough that
we can compete a little better
than people in LA. or down in
Orlando."
Life Formations is working
on a number of creations.
"We're doing a project for a
mall over in the Netherlands
that's a four piece band: a
piano player, an accordianist
and a bass player and a singer,"
Woodbury said.
Life Formations is also working on 25 various animal creations for"Wi Idl i fe F.xperience,"
a museum in Colorado, including an alligator and a panda
bear.
Life Formations is located
at 2029 Woodridge Blvd. in
Bowling Green.

SEMESTERS
From Page 1

Hogue said. "It would be an
open slate to reinvent curriculum. We can ask, 'Is this course
really appropriate now?'"
While the transition is supposed to be easier on students,
Hogue realizes the confusion
this causes for those on the
quarter system, Most students
would just need to be explained
they would still graduate on
track, she said.
"I think the biggest question
will be advising," Hogue said,
noting the importance of advisors explaining the transition
process to students.
OSU RegistrarBrad Myerssaid
a committee is looking at the
pros and cons of the semester
and quartet models and hopes
to report their recommendations to the board by the end of
the quarter in March.
"At this point, it's just a seri-

USG

From Page 1

Minority Affairs Senator, said
she understands this money has
been donated for diis specific
project, but the money could be
spent on more important projects, such as an Ethnic Snident
Center or fixing potholes.
"I feel the University should
focus moreon needsthan wants,"
Conyers-Pagesaid.'T understand
the $8 million is a donation and
that there has been a plan for an
athletics building and convocation center. And I agree that we
need those things, but there are
more pressing needs."
Feelings within USG and the
student population ConyersPage represents are mixed on
the issue, she said.

ous discussion," he said. "That's
a lot of work to do in one and a
half years."
Myers said it would be great
to make the switch in conjunction with the other schools that
are overwhelmingly on semes
ters, but the committee also
has to consider transition costs,
instructional calendars and a
variety of other factors.
"It's a wonderful opportunity to look at courses and look
at curriculum," Myers said. "It
forces you to do things that arcbard to change."
Myers said a proposal lo
switch to semesters was defeated
in 2000-2001 because of an economic downturn and because
consultants
recommended
OSU get a new student information system. And since OSU
has installed their new program
PeopleSoft, now could be the
time for the switch, he said.

THE IMPLEMENTATION STAGE
The University of Cincinnati is
Some reasons to endorse
tile fee slated in die resolution
include the University's need
for not only an athletic facility,
but a center for concerts, commencement and other events, as
well as die center's potential as
a recruitment and relention tool
for students.
Senior lustin Cioppa won't be
a student once the Stroh Center
is complete, but said he thinks
all students should have the
opportunity to decide if the fee
is instituted.
"IThe $50 feel is reasonable
for a basketball arena, but 1
wouldn't want to be charged,"
Cioppa said. "I've given ibis
school enough money."

It

The As
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LOS ANGELES—A big share of
the financial burden of raising
Nadya Suleman's 14 children
could fall on the shoulders of
California's taxpayers, compounding the public furor in a
state already billions of dollars
in the red.
Even before the 33-year-old

single, unemployed mother
gave birth to octuplets last
month, she had been caring for
her six other children with the
help of S490 a month in food
stamps, plus Social Security disability payments for three of the
youngsters. The public aid will
almost certainly be increased
with the new additions to her
family.
Also, the hospital where the

Management Inc.

octuplets are expected to spend
seven to 12 weeks has requested
reimbursement from Medi-Cal,
the state's Medicaid program,
for care of the premature babies,
according to the Los Angeles
Times. The cost has not been
disclosed.
Word of the public assistance has stoked the furor
over Suleman's decision to
have so many children by hav-

ONLINE: To check out USG's Stroh
resolution, go to www bqnews com.

ing embryos implanted in her
womb.
"It appears that, in the case of
the Suleman family, raising 14
children takes nol simply a village but the combined resources of the county, state and federal governments," Los Angeles
Times columnist Tim Kulten
wrote in yesterday's paper. He
called Suleman's story "grotesque."

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

furthest along in the transition,
projecting a transition budget of
S7 million over three years.

"We've moved into the implementation process," said Greg
Hand, director of UC public
relations.
The Board of Trustees
approved the transition in
November 200B after a committee got to work examining costs
and manpower.
"The planning committee
was very thorough," I land said.
Students also got their input
during the planning process,
he said, voicing their concerns
with funding and scholarships,
schedules, and other specific
issues.

On lie's Semester (Conversion
Home Page, students are guaranteed there will lie no loss of
academic progress, no delay
to degree completion and no
increased costs for degree nun
plction during the switch.
Though Oil's Board of
[TUStees passed the proposal

SPEAKER
From Page 1
a sold out conference room and
the speech was also broadcast
in Olscamp 111 to another lew
hundred people.
Best known for detailing his
life-threateningchildhoodahiisc
by his mentally disturbed, alcoholic mother in his books, Pelzer
emphasized the importance of
empowerment and resilience to
anyone who has been through

abuse of their own
The real heroes in I'clzcr's
mind are those who can perse
vere through personal hardships
and learn to put il behind them.
I le also called on those who help
their fellow man and are willing to work menial jobs all day
just so they can provide for their
family.
"I'm going to clean toilets
with my tongue in 120 degree
weather; I don't care, as long as
my family is cared for," Pelzer
said.
Pelzer summoned Clint
Eastwood from the film "Gran
Torino" numerous times when
encouraging young Americans
lo "man up and step up" lo the
challenges of gelling an education and earning a living.
"All you need is three meals a
day, |and| exercise for your mind,
body and soul. Von don't need an
IPod or Blu-Ray DVD's.That time
is dead and gone," Pelzer said.
Pelzer's visit was in con-

"All you need is three
meals a day, [and]
exercise for your
mind, body and soul."
junction with a workshop on
"Promoting
Empowerment
and Resiliency in Children and
Families Who 1 lave Experienced
Abuse and Neglect" that took
place earlier yesterday.
(■rail student Danielle Pickut
attended the workshop and
gained some lessons from
Pelzer's speech.
"IPelzerl had a no-nonseivse
approach. He's not afraid to step
on people's toes. Moving on from

hardships instead of dwelling on
l hem wi II give you a good experience," Pickut said.
Pelzer, a former Outstanding
Young Person of I he World
award winner, had advice to give
on various topics including survival, parenthood and even sex,
but one of his main points was
moving forward from what has
happened in the past.
"If something unexpected
happened to you that was not
your fault, if somebody really
hurt you mentally, physically or
emotionally, and what they did
was horribly wrong, that was not
your fault," Pelzer said after asking for the audience's full attention. "Do not live in fear."

^Ni'4pjjM»1iwltf 2 Weeks

FREE
Tanning

:

Anthony Bryson

^
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meccabg*com
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

in October 200B. the university is still examining the
Situation. Tom Carpenter, a
professor and co-chair of the
Quarter to Semester Transition
Committee, said the 23-mcmber committee of undergraduates, graduates, faculty, staff
and administrators hope to
finalize their plans soon so the
implementation committee
can takeover.
At their next meeting.
Carpenter said they're going
to discuss the length of summer sessions. They've already
touched on changing courses
and programs and how to not
increase the workload of faculty
members, he said.
Although a lot of resources
will be needed for advising and
coordinators, Carpenter said it's
still a great idea.
"I think it's a healthy move.
Nobody's moving from semesters to quarters. I think we're a
good place and this will make us
better," he said of OU.

www bgnewscom

Winner of Free rent for the 2009/2010 School Year

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!

WFHGNEA'S

'Ducl-Walk-Dribble allowing them to bypass conventional traveling violations.

sidered for the contest. Winner will be selected by The BG News.

Financial aid for octuplets causing backlash
By Stuya Tay.ft Mokijcr

ETHANMAGOC

THE WINNER: Unfortunately lor Buffalo, the Falcons have mastered the anaent art of the
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RAIN. RAIN GO AWAY!

Rom ance novels
ar once again
By Theresa Scott
Reporter
Though many do not sec the
Pabk) covered romance novels
al (he supermarket as "serious
ficlion," romance novels are taking in big business. The genre
pulled in nearly SI.4 billion dollars in 2007, making diem the
lop-sellinggcnrcol ficlion in the
country.
The discussion topic al yesterday's Brown Bag Lunch in
I lie Women's Center was "Swept
Away: Women and Romance
Novels." Nancy Down from the
Popular Culture Library presented and explained that romance
novels have come a long way.
Down explained almost half
of romance novel enthusiasts
(42 percent) have a bachelor's
degree or higher and readership
is spread throughout the country though all walks of life. She
explained that while they have
their flaws, the novels have gotten a bad rap over the years.
"I see people sort of hide what
they are reading when they
are reading a romance novel
because they were embarrassed," Down said. "But I think
romance novels are becoming
more acceptable for professional
women to read as the criticism of
the genere begins to ask, 'What
are romances and what do they
do?'"
The conventions of the novels
are consistent throughout different subgenre of the romance, l-'or
a romance novel to be a romance
novel, it must have a central love
story and an emotionally satisfying ending. Some readers may
read because of the consistency
of the genere, Down said.
"It is sort of escapist," Down
said. "I like to read and imagine I am in Australia instead of
Bowling Green in the middle of
winter."
Down also explained romances have transformed over the
years. l-"rom the grocery store
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"It is sort of escapist.
I like to read and
imagine I am in
Australia..."
Nancy Down | Speaker
paperback once associated with
windblown hair and muscles
bursting out of ripped tunics,
the romance novel has broad
ened its bounders and tried to
push the envelope a little more
in recent years. Today's romantic stories range from damsels in
the renaissance to vampires and
their lovers.
Still, the novels are not free
from criticism.
Mary Krueger, director of the
Women's Center explained she
had a very complicated relationship with romance novels.
"The normalizing of men
being mean is what bothers me,"
Krueger said "It reinforces the
idea that men's mistreatment of
women docs not matter and he
really likes you even if he mistreats you."
It was noted that while the
settings may have changed, the
characters in the romance novel
have not changed much since
the Invention of the genre.
"The men haven't changed
over all of these years." Dana
Hoof, a graduate student in
Women's Studies, said.
The issues of male chauvinism
in romance novels has long been
the topic of discussion among
academic circles, Down said.
While she noted the issues can
be problematic, she did not view
romance novels as something
negative.
"Ultimately. I see women
reading romances to see how
they work," Down said. "You
know what is going to happen
but the bottom line is. it is fun.
It is interesting to keep reading
anyway."

BEN LOHHAN

SPLISH SPLASH: The entire campus received a heallhy shower of rain throughout the day. yesterday. Some people earned umbrellas, others refrained from umbrellas altogether a
everyone tried lo bear the downpour while walking to class.

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Loyola University
professor discusses
finance on campus
With just around 40 attendees, including
President Carol Cartwrighl yesterday
marked the 3rd annual Edward and Linda
Reiter Endowed Lectureship event
This year's lecture called "Incentives.
Incentive Structures, Outies and Decency
in die Financial Crisis of 2007 and Beyond"
featured guest speaker Robert W Kolb. a
professor of finance km Loyola University
Chicago
Kob has published over 50 academic
research articles and more than 20 books
He also founded Kofc Publishing Company.
The theme for fis lectures focused on
incentives and the financial cnsis of 2007
and beyond
"My main goal was to get people to
understand incentives and the model of
mortgage." Kolb said. "Today was my first
time ever speaking on this subject so
hopeUy people got a lot ol the information I presented"

Check us out online at:

Only in town for one night Kolb
will soon be heading to lecture at the

www.bgnews com

University of North Carolina in Charlotte
and The University of Redands in

(sMbnft

Presidents new policy caps

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken from wiv, bqsu Mki

administrators salaries
By Harrison Gar-tinkle
U-Wire
President
Barack
Obama
announced last week that the
government will cap annual
salaries at $500,000 for top
administrators at companies
that receive large amounts of
federal stimulus money.
The new policy, however, will not affect the annual
salaries of college presidents
— including that of University
of Pennsylvania President Amy
(iiitmann — whose universities are among the |x>ssible
recipients of federal funds.
Conservative columnists are
using this announcement as
an opportunity to take a stab
at university presidents who
receive an annual salary of
more than 5500,000.
Gutmannearnsjustlessthan
Si.2 million per year.
She
announced
last
December in an e-mail to
the Penn community that
in response to the economic
downturn, neither she nor the

deans and senior officers al the
university will receive any salary increases this year.
"Hie steps we have taken so
far to control costs are in direct
response to the downturn in
the economy and not linked
in any way to the possibility of federal stimulus dollars,'"
university spokeswomen lori
Doyle said in an e-mail.
She said Penn is a private
institution and not supported
by taxpayer dollars, except for
some funding from the state,
which isprincipallyusedtosupport the School of Veterinary
Medicine.
"There's really little comparison that can be made
between corporations that are
getting bailed out and nonprofit colleges and universities,'' said Tony Pals, director of
public affairs for the National
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities.
Palsalso said he has not heard
an outpouring of complaints
from campus communities
since Obama's announcement.

8 d.rn. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #9: "You Call That
Dancing"
Union Gallery Space

Safe Sex Never Gets Old
Union Table Space

9an -5pT
Puppy Love Stuffed Animal
Sale
Union Table Space

Darwin Day
Life Sciences 112

Habitat Valentine Bake Sale
Union Table Space

7:50- 9 p.m
Whose Line Is It Anyway?
Union Multi-Purpose Room

"My Children! My Africa" by
Athol Fugard
Joe E. Brown Theater

UAOs Pub Fights: The
Newlywed Game
Black Swamp Pub

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com
VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Includes FREE
Tin Rotitlon!
Offer includes: oil fitter, oil change with up to 5 qts of
quality motor oil. Chassis lube. lop off all fluids. Check
i and Wl air pressure in all tire. 41-PoMit maintenance
inspection and FREE Ore rotation. 'Additional teas
I may apply. In lieu of other offers. Most cars . ^^
and iigm trucks.
-2?
1

Hurry In!
Apartments
Going Fast!

rwyw

• LIFETIME WARRANTED *

BRAKE SERVICE

* Stop in for all your,
: Winter Car Care Needs!
\533te(!lifflij3B@b3^c!Bca^

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
Air Conditioning ■ Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance
Hnatlne; a Cooling ' lube/Oll/Fllter • Shocks a Struts
Starting a Charging • And Much Moral

4-WHEEL.

|
2-WHEEL...
I Save on our complete Uns of lifetime warranted brake
pads and shoes - good for as long as you own your
f car 'Ceramic pads extra Additional fees may
i apply. In lieu of other offers Most cars and
lij/f>
1
light trucks Expires
-ssr

r

i
i
Brmkm t, Exhaust Imomethn* Arm Always FRED
i
Bowling Green
ZJL i
i
(419)353-2444
MMK.
HOirmusi i
A/firmUTANP

1087 S. Main Street
Next to Pizza Hut

Mori. - Frl. 8:00am - 8:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
www.tafry.com

crrmotr
TfcSy]

•50 OFF
*25 0FF

TUFFY BUCKS

$

0

20 O°FF

ANY SERVICE
PERFORMED OVER $100

. 'Excludes oil changes Not redeemable lor cash.
I In lieu of other offers Most cars and light
__
i trucks.
?g?

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Mow!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

FORUM

"The company created a 20-foot dinosaur at Lotte World, a park in South
Korea, which is one of Woodbury's favorite creations, and several characters
at the World of Disney store in downtown Disney World." [see stay, pg. i].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET- Complete this phrase: "Its raining like:.."
"...cats and dogs."

-..hell."

...crazy.

"...I'm in the shower."

ft

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

End the war on drugs, save
Mexican and American lives

f

J0SHWHETHERH01T
COLUMNIST

()\or the last several months
there have been multiple news
updates regarding an ongoing civil war in our neighboring country, Mexico, between
government-backed forces and
drug cartels smuggling marijuana and cocaine into the US.
This is a war moving gradually closer to our border, and
while I do not think it is a leading proponent in the case for
legalization of marijuana, the
situation should get some heads
in Washington to start seriously
thinking about legalization in
order to lake the supply away
from the cartels and take the
violent crime aspect out of the
marijuana trade.
The biggest problem I have
with this situation is the United
Slates government, more specifically those in charge of our war
on drugs, has decided in their
infinite wisdom the best way to
I ighi this problem is by throwing
money at it during a lime when
our own country is going broke.
At the beginning of December,
the US gave Mexico almost S200
million in antidrug money, the
first installment of a $400 million plan, to fight these cartels.
The problem is that while we
are giving money in aid to ihe
Mexican government, there are
high-ranking police officers
and government officials being
brought up on corruption charges for passing information to
cartels and even helping the cartels smuggle drugs into our own
country. Then, we have to subsequently throw more money
and man-power at our own drug
problem. There is even a faction
of former Mexican federal agents
who go around as mercenaries
working for the cartels, fighting
the current federal agents.

Over the last couple weeks,
there have been massive shootoutsand killings in Mexico, mere
miles away from California,
including 21 people being found
dead in the Mexican desert on
Monday. This war has broken
out so badly the Mexican government had to call in their
Armed Forces to try to stem the
lide of cartel slayings.
Many of those being killed are
not jusl members of opposing
cartel factions, but also federal
officers fighting ihe cartels. lust
to show they have no fear of Ihe
government, the cartels have
mutilated the bodies of fallen
agents and left threatening messages with the bodies.
The problem is all a result of
our own war on drugs, for years
it has been fighting drug growth
and drug smuggling, starling
mainly in South America and
the southern parts of Central
America.
While the fighting has been
somewhat successful, ihe drug
dealers have simply moved
further north each lime their
operations are thwarted, rather
than jusl giving up and leaving
the trade as our anti-drug efforts
have supposed would happen.
The fighting and moving north
has now led the cartels to our
front porch and now threatens
lo spill into our country.
The Mexican drug gangs
have even been named the biggest organized crime threat to
the U.S., according to a lustice
Department report in December.
This may have been in light of
the almost 6,000 drug-related
killings in 2008 in Mexico, 943 of
which were in November alone.
According to Mexican officials,
the kidnapping rate in Mexico
the pasl year ranks them higher
in the world than Iraq.
We would still need to worry
about cocaine coming up and
there would still be the problem
of heroin coming in from the
Middle East and Asia, but the
marijuana trafficking problem

could be solved by discontinuing the war on drugs. And marijuana is much of what is being
trafficked from Mexico, and
other reaches of South America,
right now.
I know many Americans like
to think of Mexico as a poor,
dirty country, but this is a gross
stereotype of them, and in fact
they could be doing better financially than we are. Mexico's
Cross Domestic Product ranked
the country as one of the 15 richest in the world last year, and
I would wager much of that is
drug money and most of the
money is com i ng f rom A mer ica n
consumers.
If marijuana users in America
were flushing that money into
legitimate marijuana vending
businesses in the U.S. instead of
the coffers of Mexican drug cartels, jusl think of the money our
government would have in taxes
to help out during our economic
struggle.
1 know this Mexican civil war
on drugs is not a leading factor that will convince people
to believe marijuana should be
legalized in our country, but let's
face it, people are not going to
slop doing drugs anytime soon,
if ever, and there are enough
people who support the legalization. We should take the power
away from the cartels and bring
the supply to our country with
legal limits, and we won't have
to worry aboul wild drug dealers and their vicious gangland
assassinations in a neighboring
country.
Until our lawmakers lake this
situation seriously and slop considering it a problem of far-off
nations, this will continue to
make its way toward American
soil, and towards a drug-related
civil war of our own.
Respond to losh at
thenewsGPbgneuis.com

Internet-based group speaks freely
By Matthaw Albright
U-Wire

We are Anonymous. We are
legion. Anonymous does not
forgive: Anonymous does not
forget.
This is the creed of
Anonymous, the shadowy
Internet-based group that has
declared war on the Church of
Scientology.
The group originated in
the murky underbelly of the
internet. Its origins are generally traced to the image board

4chan.org. where users can post
whatever Ihey want.
When I say anything, I mean
exactly that. The Web site is full
of some of the most fascinating
— and absolutely most disturbing — content Ihe world has
ever produced.
If you value your sanity, avoid
this Web site at all costs. Imagine
the absolute darkest, sickest
things the human mind can
conceive. Now imagine a world
without censorship, where no
one knows who or where you
are and this sickest of material

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

r JH

TOHYGIAHHELL.
Junior.
Special Education

ALISAHARTLAGE.
Freshman.
Detrtics

KARI RYAN.
Senior.
Biology

is posted freely.
That is 4chan.org.
1 he anonymous nature of the
Web site is what gives the group
spawned by the image hoard its
name.
Because of its origins,
Anonymous consists almost
entirely of computer-obsessed
"basement dwellers." The
group's previous achievements
include hacking Ihe American
F.pilepsy Foundation Web site
and embedding images with
bright flashing colors and loud
noises, causing countless seizures nationwide.
The group is also infamous for
harassing posters to its' threads.

EMILY DAVIS.
Computer Science.
Freshman

a question? Give us your
feedback al bgnews.com

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

KEITH PAKIZ : THE BG NEWS

Adapting to new technology
proves more difficult for some

It's only been a few months
since I finally caved in and purchased one, but I can proudly
say that my choice to obtain a
cellular phone was one of the
best decisions I have made in
quite a while.
Yes, I'm talking aboul my first
cell phone. Shocking, I know;
try not to faint.
Looking back. I can still easily understand how I managed
without it. By using e-mail and
lots of face-to-face communication, I was able to manage without a mobile phone and still
have a decent social life. But
finally acquiring a mobile communication device made things
so much simpler.
Put simply, my lit tic flip-open,
noise-generating plastic rectangle has made a rather profound
impact on my life, enabling me
lo be easily contacted for business, academic or social purposes — which is a good thing.
But another issue which
comes to mind when pondering my recent act of purchasing
a mobile phone is my inherent
reluctance lo adopt, learn and
use new technologies — this is
a bad thing.
In today's ever-growing and
ever-changing information age
society, new technologies are
constantly cropping up around
us. From cell phones replacing
landlines to computers supplanting typewriters, newer

lech almost always dominates
and replaces the older tech.
And as history (both recent
and old] will tell, those who
refuse to adapt to new technological
advancements
can be swept to the wayside.
Meanwhile, those who do adapt
and learn are the ones who keep
theirjobsandget new ones.
This is what scares me. While
I do want to remain competitive
and technologically compliant
as a professional in my chosen
field, my past attitude toward
purchasing new technology
(vital stuff) was one characterized by unhealthy amounts
of a reluctance to commit to a
purchase.
To put it bluntly, I simply don't
like buying new electronics. It
feels like a waste of money to
me, regardless of what I will be
using said technology for. This
part of me needs to change.
I've had people call me
"grandpa? in the past due to my
penchant for reading the newspaper on a daily basis, as well
as my lack of a television and a
mobile phone. Now, I can only
say that I am slightly less of a
grandparent, due to my current
possession of a cell phone.
My case is by no means indicative of the greater population
of America. Not everyone shares
my Luddite tendencies, after all.
In truth, I have yet to meet a single person here at the University
(faculty, student, professor or
otherwise) who does not have a
cell phone.
Last semester, in a class of
roughly 35 students, I was the
only person who did not raise a
hand during the poll, signifying

I was the odd man out when cell
phones came to discussion. The
same applies to my high school
years as well.
I'm glad that I finally chose to
adapt. It would appear everyone else is ahead of Ihe curve,
and I am in danger of being left
in the dust.
When it comes to phones,
computers and digital cameras, I have always been among
the late adopter crowd, finally
choosing to purchase the devices long after they have achieved
mainstream market presence.
My parents didn't even have
any sort of Internet access in
our home until my Junior year
of high school, three years ago.
When it comes to MP3 players, video game systems, e-book
readers, smartphones, GPS
units and other assorted "cutting edge" technologies, I have
yet to adapt. No iPod, X-Box,
Kindle, Blackberry, Garmin or
anything else for me. I guess I
just don't need it.
And while these specific technologies may not be vital to my
success in the workplace, my
refusal to adopt and learn I hem
and other technologies like
them may very well be indicative of an adaptation problem
in me. For crying out loud. I just
learned how to properly send
text messages only two months
ago, and I only send about 25
messages per month. I know
people who send over 1,000
texts in the same time period.
Wow. I need to get with it.
Respond to Levi at
tlienews@bgneivs.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
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Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

■ E-mail us at thenewstS'bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment rfcx at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
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permits. Additional Letters lo the
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printed
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From Page 4
Once their documents arc
found, Anonymous typically
hacks the victim's MySpace or
Facebook account, posting huge
amounts of pornography and
shock images.
To be fair, the image boards
Anonymous populates have created sometrulyhilariouscontent
— the popular Internet metrics
"roflcats,"
"demotivational
posters" and even "rickrolling"
originated on either 4chan or
a similar Anonymous stomping
ground.
Recently. Anonymous has
made a name for itself by combating the Church of Scientology
(CoS), which has a history of
conflict with Internet organizations. The Church elicited the
rage of the group when it began
using its crack team of lawyers to
regulate what content was posted on YouTube.com. The group
began applying pressure to the
site that led to videos criticizing
Scientology being removed - in
some cases, anti-Scientologists
even lost their accounts.
The final straw came in
January 2008. when a video
of Tom Cruise was posted to

YouTube. While "Mission:
Impossible" music played in the
background, Cruise — looking
manic, even insane — rambled
about bis love for Scientology,
making such absurd claims like
only Scientologists can help
after a car accident and that
Scientologists are the leading
authority on curing addictions.
After threat of litigation from
the Church, the video was
removed.
The actions by the CoS — who
Anonymous refers to as CoS,
deriding their apparent greed
— infuriated a great deal of
Internet junkies, who saw the
act as Internet censorship.
The war on Scientology —
which is being termed "Project
Chanology" — began with massive computer attacks on the
church's Web sites. An unknown
number of hackers employed
programs that flooded the
Scientologist servers with server
requests.
Without getting into the techno-babble, the Scientologist Web
sites were brought down.
TheChurchproceededtohirea
Web-hostingscrviccthat specialized in securing servers against
attacks. The Scientologists then
issued a press-release informing Anonymous of this move-

ment, warning them not to try
the attack again.
Apparently, the CoS grossly
underestimated their enemy.
Before the day was out. the Web
sites were down again.
In addition, Anonymous
used the (ioogle Bomb tactic to
route users who search "dangerous cult" to the Church of
Scientology main Web site.
As Operation Chanology continued, the pressure mounted
to switch to legal tactics against
the organization. This pressure came to a head when Mark
Bunker, known as "Wise Beard
Man," called them out and
switched to conventional tactics.
Instead of hack attacks,
Operation Chanology now
largely consists of real life pro
tests outside CoS buildings.
In these protests, participants
almost always wear some form
of mask (most commonly a (luy
I'awkes mask, popularized by
the movie" V for Vendetta" I. and
wield signs and bullhorns protesting the group's attempts at
censorship.
Also, the group has begun
challenging the organization's
tax-exempt religious status.
Because the Church requires
payment for many religious ser-
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vices, they believe it should lose
this tax-exempt status.
Although it seems almost
criminal to condone the actions
of basement-dwelling hack
cis with a pent hard for ruining
lives, \nom mill- does actually
raise some strong questions,
Why should Scientology be
allowed to force YouTube to
remove content that damages
their image while politicians,
celebrities and ordinary people
are defamed in videos every
day'
Scientology is essentially
using threats ol litigation to censor what information is posted
about it on the Internet it this
weren't bad enough, the group
is only able to do so because
it requires payments
some
limes exorbitant ones
to
advance within ils ranks. Thus
the Church of Scientology has
gathered deep colters with
which to wield the justice sys
tem as cudgel of intimidation to
censor the Internet.
This is unacceptable.
As long as Anonymous continues i" use legitimate means ol
protest, their cause is also per
fectly legitimate.
Even if the way thej function
is relatively unconventional, .
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and passport were all taken and
he desperately needs help getHow well do you know your ting home.
Shocked, you think about
Facebook friends? Are they
really who you think they are? how long you've been friends
According to a recent article on with Jack, and decide to help
him get back home by sending
CNN.com, maybe not.
Consider the following situ- him money to an address he
ation: After a couple hours of gives you.
It would seem like a pretty
studying and doing homework,
you find yourself taking what will heroic deed to most, right?
However, it turns out the real
probably be your fifth Facebook
study break of the night. As you lack is safe and sound, attending
log on to see what's new and chat classes at his college — he had
with friends, something on your never left in the first place, and
home page news feed catches was completely unaware that
your eye. A status update from his Facebook identity had been
one of your good friends from stolen, and his friends cheated
back home that reads: "Jack is in out of their money.
According to CNN.com,
HUGR trouble ... if you're reada situation much like the one
ing this please help!!!"
Naturally, after reading this fashioned for this editorial actustatus you become more curious ally happened to a man living in
as to what could have happened
to your good friend lack. So like
everyone else, you click on lack's
name, which takes you directly
to his profile page. His wall is
filled with concerned posts from
friends, family, and coworkers,
all wondering what happened to
lack.
Only a few hours after writing Viml to steal)mr girls btart

Seattle, Washington. And he's
not alone.
In another Facebook impel
sonation case, a Wisconsin man
was recently arrested for posing as a woman on Facebook
as a way to get high school boys
to send him nude photos that
he would later use to blackmail
them in exchange for sex acts.
With the ever-increasing pop
ularity of Facebook. and with
more and more people considering Facebook as the standard
for online social networking,
cases of Facebook identity theft
and impersonation arc Sprouting up everywhere.
As members of the Fditorial
Board, we want to send out a
warning to not only those who
use Facebook, but also to those
who do not. As big of a liabil-
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Check us out online at:

words to proieci your information,

occasional]) reset your password,
run anti-virus software on your
computer, always keep personal
information C4tt of the hands and
eyes of strangers, and most ol all,
don't believe everything you read
in seeon Facebook.
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2009-10 School Year
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement

Charlestown Apts
710 Scon Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

1,2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!
Call to make an appointment toddy!
Mid Am Management
641 Third »4 BG
352-4380

Preferred
Properties Co.
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Find A Place To Call Home
www.pr0t0rredpropert1esco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies

Houses
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

How to become
a heart thief
in 3 easy steps

a similar short message on Jack's
wall asking him if he's okay, you
receive a message in your inbox
from lack explaining the situation.
You find out Jack had, out of
the blue, decided to take a semester off of school to backpack
through Europe. Unfortunately,
shortly after arriving, he was
mugged. His money, credit card
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

Just use logic to solve

ity ii can be to have a Facebook
account, it can now apparently
lx' an even bigger liability to not
have one, due in the possibility
that someone might impersonate you.
So lake note of inn warnings,
He aware ol the possibility that
Facebook identity theft could
happen to you or your friends,
and lake smart measures to prevent identity theft, much in the
same way as you would in real
life.
□loose strong, unique pass
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Facebook users face risk of identity theft
By Editorial Board
U-Wir.
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New education plan debated by lawmakers
By Julie C»rr Smylh

inked to Medina
County death
By Andrew Welsh-Huggins
The Associate :

COLUMBUS
rhe number of
deaths linked to the nationwide
salmonella outbreak rose to nine
yesterday when Ohio health officials announced thai an eldertj
woman who died earlier i li i>
year had been infected with the
strain involved
I he woman was from Medina
County, south of Cleveland.
Kristopher Weiss, .1 spokesman
for the Ohio Department of
Health, said hecould imi release
any oilier details on her death,

c nine federal reporting rules.
["hough the woman had the
same strain of salmonella associated with the national outbreak, ii was unclear if the contamination was directly linked
to peanut butter.
\ peanul plant in Georgia is
accused of shipping salmonellatainted goods.
I he salmonella outbreak has
sickened IHMI people and has led
to one of the largest recalls Inhistory, will) more than 1,900 products pulled. Ohio is reporting92
cases linked to the outbreak, the
most in ihc United Slates.

COLUMBUS - Ohio's schools
chief heard plenty of skepticism yesterday as she sought
to explain to lawmakers how a
sweeping new education plan
would work,
stale Superintendent Deb
Delisle told members of the
House Finance Committee thai
many of the details in Gov. Ted
Strickland's education plan are
still being worked out
Strickland's plan invests an
additional $275 million in local
school districts over the twoyear budge) cycle. It also Kills
ioi expanding the school year by
I'd days, offering all-day kindergarten statewide and making it
easier to lire had teachers and
shut down failing distt ids.
"Almost everything is new."
I >(-lisle told lawmakers.
She was joined at the near-

PAUtVtRNON

creditors are working on details
of the stile. A hearing is set for
Feb. 18 In US. Bankruptcy Court

even though a deal has been

in Toledo.

reached to sell the plant, which
tiled tot bankruptcy protection
aftet less than four months or
production.
The sale price — S.YT million
— is far less than what ciedi
tors had hoped the S1S0 million
plant would bring. \ bankruptcy
court judge could approve the
deal as earlj as next week.
More than 201) creditors are
owed money, according to court
documents.
"Quite a few ol were local
business people, retirees," said
Ray Magnus, whose $50,000
bought one share, the minimum
investment "Alotof people took

Greater Ohio Ethanol set out
with plans to build at least seven
plants around the state. Farmers
hoped it would give them a new
customer lor their com crop.
But the company's plain in
Lima didn't begin production
until Inly after months of delay.
After the bankruptcy filing.
company officials blamed the
current credit crunch and a flaw
in the design of the plant
One problem was that the
plant was using double the I
million gallons of water per day
that had been expected, city officials said
i he bankruptcy came at
a time when questions grew
about the future of ethanol and
ils impact on soaring food pi ices
and pork-barrel spending. Some
ethanol makers slowed production in the Midwest as corn pi lies jumped In 50percent

money out ol tlieii savings."

The city of Lima's utilities
department is among the largest
creditors. It's owed $190,546.
"Based upon that stunningly
low sale price. I do not think
we'll see anything," said Tony
(ieiger. the dry's law director.
Attorneys for Greater Ohio
Kthanol, based in Lima, and its

I he low stile price for the Lima

plant reflects both the declining market for ethanol and the

APPHC"!

READYING A NEW PLAN: Eric Fingertiut. Ml. and Deborah Delisle. listen as Gov. Ted
Strickland delivers his third State ol the State address

ly four-hour hearing by lohn
Stanford, Strickland's chief education adviser.
Many committee members
commended the administration for its vision, but others

Ethanol plant closes due to bankruptcy, design flaw
LIMA, Ohio (API
Investors in
a tailed Ohio ethanol plant .lie
unlikely to get their money back

were frustrated that answers to
basic questions — including how
modest increases will pay for so
many new programs — seemed
a mystery
"With all due respect, I cant

Police officer pleads guilty to mail fraud,
receives three-year prison sentence

KVIE ROBERTSON I AP PHOTO

'Granny robber' sentenced to three
years in prison for bank robberies

LOST INVESTMENT: Dis July 27.2007 file photrjshows Gieg Knjger, President of
Ohio Ethanol m Luna. Ohio, in front of two silos

plant's design Haws.
Paladin Capital Group, an
equity! irm based in Washington.
DC. agreed to buy the plant.
It bad put together $145 million in debt and equity financing for construction of the plant
two years ago. It was one of just
two companies bidding on the
plant.
Paladin officials said they

would buy the plant for $5.75
million in cash and promise
lo pay $15 million more in the
future. They have not said what
they plan io do with ethanol
plant.
Tim Hurley, attorney for
Greater Ohio Bthanol, said this
deal brings the best chance that
the plant will begin operating
again.

HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) — A
retired bank teller who became
known as the "granny robber''
in a scries of bank robberies in
southwest Ohio has been sentenced to three years in prison.
Sixty-eight-year-old Barbara
loly (JAH'-lee) of Middletown
was sentenced yesterday in
Butler County Common Pleas

t
we lived at
Copper Beech...

M
...we would have
furniture!

> Shuttle service to bars
on Friday & Saturday nights

> FREE private shuttle

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price

> Private baths
in each bedroom

> and so much more...

> Available furnished
or unfurnished
r™^^^^
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Court. She bad pleaded guilty in
I tecember and could have been
sentenced to up to five years in
prison.
loly also has pleaded guilty to
three counls of bank robbery in
neighboring M&rrcn County. She
faces a sentence of up to I5years
in prison on those counts when
she goes before a judge Feb. 20.

..we would have
a dishwasher!

We really do have it all.
> FREE cable

I le has been suspended
without pay since May.
Prosecutors say Mitchell
bought homes on the brink of
foreclosure and then offered to
rent them back to the former
homeowners with promises
the) could eventually buy back
the properties.
They say one renter hanged
himself and Mitchell filled out
life insurance forms intended
fortheman'swidowand cashed
checks totaling $188,000.

CINCINNATI (AP) — A
Cincinnati police officer has
pleaded guilty in U.S. District
Court to charges of mall fraud
and filing a false tax return
and has admitted stealing a
widow's life insurance benefits.
Under a plea deal entered
yesterday. 36-year-old Adrian
Mitchell faces up to three years
in prison when be is sentenced
later this year. He had initially
faced 30 years.

Dude if
> FREE Internet

detenninelhat lliere'san Increase
in funding in primary secondary education in the first year
(of the budget)...," said state Rep.
Handy Gardner, a Bowling Green
Republican. "I just don't see it."
Among other details Delisle
could not provide were how new
graduation requirements would
be phased in, by what measurement ineffective teachers would
be disciplined, and how the plan
would impact special education.
(iardncr wanted to know if the
administration was imposing
unfunded mandates, pointing to
breakdowns dial show many districts dont see funding increases
under the plan.
Stanford said no.
Delisle said the plan is bold
and innovative and will require
districts to be as creative as possible. She noted that all-day
kindergarten classes might be
offered tu a local daycare center,
lot example.

The Associated Press
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SIDELINES

Besting the west

Vrvilo is
good guy in
sports world
gone awry

few t
FOOTBALL
Brett Favre calls
it quits again
It was reported yesterday
thai Brett Favre will inform
the Jets of his intent to retire.
Favre spent 18 years in the
NFL, 16 of them with the
Green Bay Packers. He will
retire as the most statistically
accomplished quaterback in
NFL history.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out the
new and improved BG News
Sports Blog for continued
coverage of your favorite
Falcons sports. Well have a
ETHAN MAGOC I THE B6 NEWS

live blog of tonight's women's
basketball game, as well as
live blogs from each of this
weekend's hockey games.
Also, be on the lookout for
our new football recruit segments.

SHARP SHOOTER: Scon Thomas has been on (ire (rom deep as o( late.

By Andrew Harntr

wvw.bgnewssports.com

TODAY
Women's basketball:
vs. Toledo; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1982-WayneGretzky
scores 153rd point of season,
tieing NHL record
1949—Team Canada beats
Denmark 47-0 in hockey

The List
In honor of the retirement
of Brett Favre. today we're
taking a look back at the five
most memorable moments of
his career.

1. New England: The
Packers met the New England
Patriots and won the game

I HE BG NEWS

Men remain undefeated against MAC west opponents
Sports Editor

SCHEDULE

ETHAN MAGOC

BALL CONTROL: Joe Jakubowski has continued lo play the role ol the floor general

TOLEDO — The Mid-American
ConferenceWestdivisionteams
keep coming and the Falcons
continue beating them.
Toledo (4-20,2-8 MAC) proved
to be not much of a challenge
for the men's basketball team
(14-9, 7-3 MAC) as they fought
hard down the stretch to defeat
the Rockets 59-54 for their sixth
straight win.
Coach Louis Orr said it wasn't
a surprise the game came down
to a tight finish, knowing it's
expected in a rivalry game.
"Our guys show great will
at the end of games," Orr said.
"This is one of those games. BG
and Toledo, you know it's going
to be a fight to the finish."
Leading the way for the
Falcons was senior and reigning MAC East Player of the
Week Nate Miller with 14 points
and seven rebounds, just missing his third straight doubledouble.
Right behind and key down
the stretch was fellow senior
Darryl Clements with 15 points
and five rebounds.
But even though Orr said it
was a fight to the end, the game
truly was a fight all the way
through.

Despite a 33-24 lead halftime,
the Falcons had to fight hard
for that lead as they were up by
12 at one point in the first half
before watching the lead fall to
three just minutes later.
In staging their first "comeback," the team got fuel from
back-to-back three-pointers by
|oe Jakubowski.
His shots had much of the
same effect as the threes by
Scott Thomas late in the game
against Central Michigan last
Saturday.
"My teammates did a good
job finding me," lakubowski
said. "We made a few passes,
moved the ball around and I
was the guy open at the end."
But while they carried
momentum into the locker
room at halftime. the Falcons
started the second half off slow
allowing UT to start the half on
a slow-paced, 4-0 run, but it was
once again the three-pointer
that put BG back in control.
Within 52 seconds of the
run ending, Clements and
lakubowski made back-to-back
threes which put the Falcons
back up by nine with Hi minutes left in the game.
However, for the next 12 minutes, UT slowly chipped away,
closing the Falcon to lead to
two with 3:16 left in the game.

"It was getting kind of hectic, but we
have three seniors on this team and we
all three know how to lead. When it got
hectic, we just all three came together,
kept huddling up and telling each other
to keep our poise."
Darryl Clements | Senior

And once again, it was a on this team and we all three
three-pointer that put BG back know how to lead," Clements
said. "When it got hectic, we
in control.
Brian Moten, who struggled just all three came together,
overall shooting 3-for-8 from kept huddling up and telling
the field, made a late triple, for each other to keep our poise."
Despite that hectic defense
the second straight game, with
1:46 left to give the Falcons a the Falcons faced, they made
some clutch free throws toward
five point lead.
"That was huge," lakubowski the end of the game to keep
said. "He's making big plays, the Rockets from getting close
and at the end, the team that enough to mount a legitimate
comeback.
makes the most plays wins."
But by the end of the day, the
From that moment on, the
Falcons found themselves with Falcons had beat their archa lot of foul shots as the Rockets rival on the road for the first
tried to force BG to beat them time since 1999, something
through foul shooting as UT Clements was very happy to do
trailed with the clock running in his last season.
"To win on the road against
down.
"It was getting kind of hec- your rival, that's something
tic, but we have three seniors real big," Clements said.

In today's world of sports where
athletes who are seemingly
untarnishable have watched
themselves fall from grace, it's
nice to know there are still some
out there who are untarnished
and will stay that way.
Even though he may never
make it to the NFL. be featured
in a lead ESPN highlight or make
the front page of a newspaper
in the biggest markets. Sinisa
Vrvilo will still try to do his part
in straightening out the crooked
world of sports.
AlittleoveraweekafterMichael
Phelps was photographed smoking from a marijuana pipe and
mere days after Alex Rodriguez's
admission of steroid use, Vrvilo,
BG's placekicker from 2007-08,
stands red in the face because of
their actions.
"I kind of feel embarrassed as
an athlete," Vrvilo said. "People
tend to look at those bad things
about athletes and generalize all
of them."
That is unfortunately sad but
true sometimes, and Vrvilo has
every right to worry about the
generalization that can come
after negative incidents.
Currently an intern at the
Educational Service Center of
Wood County. Vrvilo is in the
middle of a 12 week process in
which he will help children in
grades K-6 at six local elementary schools with homework and
build teamwork and leadership.
At each two week stint, Vrvilo
helps students with their studies the first week, and in the
second week, helps run sports
drills to help teach kids thegame
of football, how to follow rules
and most importantly, to show
them anything is possible with
hard work.
All the while, Vrvilo does his
best to set a good example.
"I love to volunteer, go to
schools and hang out with kids
and hopefully show them what
a good role model is," Vrvilo said.
"So they can grow up and follow
that and become good people
themselves."
Vrvilo grew up idolizing his
father, F'rano, who played three
years of soccer for Nogometni
Klub _elik"in Bosnia. He credits his father with teaching him
everything he knows about kicking.
See VRVILO | Page 8

31-24, giving Green Bay its
first Super Bowl title sense
the days of Vince Lombardi.

2. Oakland: Just days
after the death of his father.
Favre took the field in
Oakland to play against the
Raiders on Monday Night

Brown still unhappy
about foul call on James
By Tom With.™
The Associated Press

Football. Favre threw five
touchdowns and said after
the game that it was what his
father would have wanted.
3. Denver: In Favre's final
Monday Night Football game
in a Packers uniform, Favre
took the snap on the first play
of overtime and gunned the
ball deep for a touchdown.

4. Minnesota: In this
NFC Wild Card playoff game,
the Packers' crazy quarterback
scrambled right, was hit and
while he was falling, threw the
ball to his receiver, behind his

back..
5. Seattle: He took the
Packers to the championship game in his 16th season
with the team. A win in the
Divisional playoff round came
with a falling down completion to a tight end.

CLEVELAND — Mike Brown
hasn't heard from the NBA, and
Cleveland's coach isn't complaining.
Brown expects to be fined by
commissioner David Stern for
his postgame rant about the officiating in the final seconds of the
Cavaliers' 96-95 loss at Indiana
on Tuesday. However, by tipoff
last night, the league had yet to
complete a review of Brown's
comments or announce any
punishment
Cleveland All-Star forward
LeBron James was whistled for a
questionable foul against Danny
Granger in the last second by referee Joey Crawford as the Pacers
held off the Cavaliers, who had
a similar close call go their way
when Granger was called for
bumping James on an alley oop
with 0.8 seconds left.
After reviewing the last play in
the locker room, Brown went into
a tirade,
"That last call is the worst call
that I have ever been a part of,"
Brown said. "I cannot imagine
another worse call than that. It
was an awful call and for him

DAMON CUMMINGS I VPHOIO
SICK: That's what Mrke Brown looked like
after a foul callcost his team a game.

to take away a basketball game
from a team with 0.4 seconds on
the clock is irresponsible."
A much mellower Brown said
before last night's game against
Phoenix that he has not yet been
punished and that he has no
See BROWN I

Women set for showdown with Toledo
By Jason Jonts
Assistant Sports Editor

The battle of 1-75 often has
to be hyped up for the sake
of the rivalry. In many cases,
either BG or Toledo is having
a less than stellar year and
is simply playing for pride.
During tonight's women's
basketball match up between
the two teams, that will not
be the case.
BG 20-2 (9-0 MAC) will
enter the contest four games
ahead of the Mid-American
Conference East's second
place team, while UT 13-9 (72 MAC) will come in tied atop
the MAC West standings.
BG will bring their 20 game
winning streak into the game,
as well as a 10 games win
streak against UT.
As of late, the Falcons have
proved that they can win
close games. Two of their last
three contests have gone into
overtime, with the Falcons
obviously prevailing each
time.
"Our girls have done a great
job of moving on to the next
game," head coach Curt Miller
said. "As soon as the game is
over, they're on to the next
game."
The Falcons will be chas-

ENOCHHU 1 THE BG NEWS
STEP UP: Jen Uhl will continue to start in
place of the suspended Niki McCoy.

ing history tonight. Their 20
straight wins mark the second
longest streak in school history.
A win over UT and on Sunday
against Central Michigan
would complete a regular season sweep of the MAC West,
and give them the longest win

streak in school history.
On the topic of 20 win seasons, BG and UT have the most
of any MAC teams, with 14 and
13, respectively.
BG's 20 straight wins are
second in the nation only to
Connecticut's 23. Oklahoma is
in third, with only 16.
A statistic such as that goes a
long way in showing what kind
of season BG is having.
Still, for all of the accolades,
BG hasn't been without disappointment.
The Falcons will take the
court tonight without junior
forward Niki McCoy. McCoy,
who was suspended last week,
will miss her second of four
games before returning on Feb.
21 against her former team:
Akron.
McCoy's absence was felt
against Western Michigan last
Saturday, and will lilcely be
felt, although to a lesser extent,
tonight.
"The weapons that Niki
McCoy brings, aren't weapons that your backups bring,"
Miller said.
For the second straight
game the Falcons will look for
big contributions from Tara
See WOMEN | Page 8
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WOMEN
From Page 7
Brcske and Jen Uhl to fill the
void left by McCoy.
The Falcons will of course
expect a hig performance out
of their two star sophomores
Lauren Prpchaska and Tracy
Pontius.
Prochaska will enter the
game fresh off a 27 point performance in which she scored
the final four points of the
overtime affair in WMU. So far
this season she has averaged
17.2 points and 6.1 rebounds
per game, each a team high.

BROWN
From Page 7
regrets about voicing his opinion.
I said what I had to say and
the NBA needs to do what it
needs to do," Brown said. "I
just said what I said and saw
what I saw.''
I ast week, the league docked
Boston coach Doc Rivers
$15,000 for criticizing the officiating in the Celtics' overtime
loss to the Los Angeles Lakers.
In the past, Brown has been
careful not to protest too vehemently about calls against his
team and particularly against
lames for fear of getting a
reputation as a winner. But he
was so outraged by what he

VRVILO
From Page 7
And it's with those skills he
once learned that may someday
earn him a spot in some sort of
professional football league.
Currently with an agent,
\ rviln has a lot of professional
football preparations planned
out including a March 12 Pro
Day, a Las Vegas kicking camp
in April and C1T. tryouts he
would like to get to later in the
year.
And while it's no secret kickers don't generally get paid
much, the highest paid kicker
in the NFLis Bobbie Gould who
signed a 5-year, S15.5 million
contract with a S4.25 million
signing bonus in May 2008,
Vrvilo still plans to pursue his
dream.
The reasoning is because

That game in WMU wouldn't
have ever gone to overtime,
however, had it not been for two
clutch field goals by Pontius in
the final minute of regulation.
Pontius, who's coming out
party was a 31 point explosion
against Northern Illinois, will
come in averaging 13.6 points
and 4.1 rebounds per game.
Her 13.6 ppg. are second most
on the team.
The 2008-09 women's basketball team is setting themselves
up to be remembered as one of
the greatest tea msin school history. With a win tonight, they'll
make it 21 straight, which will
tie the school record. With

"As soon as the game
is over, they're on to
the next game."
Cutt Miller | Head Coach
McCoy coming back soon and
Prochaska and Pontius looking better each game out the
Falcons offense will only get
better. Plus, with the increased
playing time of usual backups
Jen Uhl and lessica Slagle, the
Falcons are adding depth to
their team. That's a formula
for success.

felt was an injustice against his just like everybody else. There
star in the closing seconds in are going to be times when 1
indianapolis that he couldn't go off like 1 did in Washington,
and there are going to be times
help himself.
"If I see something and I where I can control myself like
believe in something 1 may the time in Utah when LeBron
speak up during the game, but got whacked across the face. I
it's not anything where I'm try- will try to be that way more
ing to say, 'I've got to defend than the other way because I
my team or defend LeBron.'" don't want to hurt our team."
lames, too, has had to learn
Brown said. "But I need to
voice my opinion at times and when to plead his case to referI don't want to affect our team ees and when stay quiet.
"It's a fine line." he said.
in a negative way."
Brown is adamant about the "Sometimes you may be right
Cavs being a "no-excuse team," and sometimes you may be
and he understands that begins wrong. You have to know the
time of the game and if it is
with him.
"If I'm asking our guys not the right situation to voice your
to let injuries or officiating or opinion. You also have to know
scheduling or travel bother what refs you are dealing with,
them, then I have to lead by some you can talk to a lot betexample," he said. "I'm human ter than you can with others."

Vrvilo would rather make
headlines for giving money
than holding out of training
camp for a bigger contract, saying professional athletes are
already overpaid as it is.
"1 think that they make way
too much Imoneyl actually.
and for them to demand even
more, I don't think they should
be accepted as heroes," Vrvilo
said. "If they demand more and
do something good, then they
could be considered heroes."
Vrvilo would definitely fall
under the hero category by his
own assessment.
While he plans to continue
helping children in the future
anyway, if he makes it big, part
of his annual salary would certainly go to a charity, with his
focus on one that helps underprivileged children so he can
continue to teach kids anyone
can make their dreams come

"I love to go to
schools and hang
out with kids and
hopefully show
them what a good
role model is."
Sinisa Vrvilo I BG kicker
true with hard work and dedication.
So while some professional
athletes will continue to ruin
their legacies by making one
big mistake, Vrvilo will likely
fly under the radar, do his thing
and someday be able to look
back and say I've made a positive difference in someone's

life.

Struggles continue for Musketeers
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press
DAYTON, Ohio — Chris
Wright led a balanced
offense with 19 points, and
Dayton ended its six-game
losing streak against No. 14
Xavier with a 71-58 victory
Wednesday night in one of
the Atlantic 10's marquee
matchups of the season.
Using its depth and balance to full advantage,

Dayton (22-3, 8-2) led the
entire game against the
defending two-time conference champions, who
now have to work to make it
three in a row.
Xavier (20-4, 8-2) has lost
back-to-back games for the
second time this season,
denting the Musketeers'
chances of a high seed in
the NCAA tournament. The
regular-season A10 title
is now up in the air. too.

The southwest Ohio rivals
play again on March 5 in
Cincinnati, where Dayton
has lost its last 23 games
since 1981.
Wright scored the last nine
points for Dayton, which
had lost to the Musketeers
six times in the last two
years. Dayton joined Duke
as the only teams to shoot
50 percent from the field
against Xavier, which got 17
points from Derrick Brown.

ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2009
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After 18 NFL seasons, Favre will retire
By Dennis Waizak Jr.
The Associated Press

K;V

NEW YORK— Brett Favresdone
with football — again. .
The 39-year-old quarterback
called the New York lets yesterday morning to say he's retiring after 18 seasons, ending a
record-setting career in which
he became one of the NFL's alltime greats,
"He felt he had given us everything he had." general manager
Mike Tanncnbaum said, "and it
was time for him to move on."
Favre, who retired last March
only to return with the lets, kept
this goodbye simple — no tearful farewell or jam-packed news
conference.
His decision came six weeks
VBHV
after his only season with the lets
ended in disappointment as New
York failed to make the playoffs.
In an e-mail to F.SPN, Favre said
be had no regrets about finishing his career in New York and
praised Tanncnbaum, owner
DOHHEUPEl »P PHOTO
Woody Johnson and fired coach
Fric Mangini.
GOODBYE: Favre will say goodbye alter 18 seasons in the NFL including one in New York
"My time with the lets was
short, but I'm honored to be
given that chance," Favre wrote — again.
"With Brett, there
New York now will move forin the e-mail.
If this is indeed it for Favre, he ward with a new quarterback,
was always the
leaves the game with a slew of whether that will be Kellcn
Clemens, Brett Katliff, F.rik Ainge
records, including career touch
possibility that he
or perhaps a veteran free agent
down passes (464), completions
(5,720), yards passing (65,127). such as Jeff Garcia, Kerry Collins,
wouldn't play a
regular-season victories (169) Byron Leftwich 01 RexGrossman.
The lets could also target a quarand interceptions (310).
second year. We've
terback with their first pick—No.
"With Brett, there was always
17overall— inthedrafi in April.
the possibility thai he wouldn't
got three quarter"We've got three quarterbacks
play the second year," Johnson
on the roster, and I think we fed
said. "We were hoping to get
backs on the roster,
one good year out of Brett Favre. pretty good that in a competition
We picked him based on, in our among those guys, we'll end up
and I think that
opinion, his giving us the best with a pretty good quarterback,"
chance to win last season. We
Johnson said.
we feel pretty
Clemens was competing with
were disappointed not to have
made the Super Bowl, but we Chad Pennington for the startgood that in a
did some very good things with
ing job last summer before Favre
came
to
town.
Brett."
competition among
"lets fans, the lets coaches and
And the team doesn't expect
Favre, acquired by New York last
my teammates, even, have not
these guys, we'll
seen the best of what I have to
August after a bitter breakup with
offer yet," said Clemens, who
Green Bay, to change his mind.
end up with a
"He did not ask to be released.'' Started eight games in 2007.
Favre had two years left on his
Tannenbaum said. "Everything
pretty good
he said was, he is done play- contract and wasdtieSI3 million
for next season, clearing a chunk
ing football. We have our plan
quarterback."
according to that, and we're of salary cap space for the lets.
The three time NFL MVP
going to move forward."
holds the mark among quarterRunning back Thomas Jones
Woody Johnson | Owner
backswith 291 consecutive starts,
and safety Kerry Rhodes were
including the playoffs, despite
critical after the season of Favre
playing through several injuries
and his performance. The lets
passing and 22 touchdowns, but
the 22 interceptions were his
went from 8-3 to missing the, throughout his career.
playoffs. Favre threw nine inter"Ibe longevity ol his career most in three seasons.
"It was a great honor to play
ceptions as the lets went 1-4 and his love for the game is truly
inspiring," All-Pro kick returner- with Brett," wide receiver Chansi
down the stretch, and a torn right
Stuckey told the AP. "He had an
running back Leon Washington
biceps might have contributed.
told The Associated Press. "I'm
Still, Favre had nothing but
illustrious career, and I want to
thank him for giving the lets the
positive things to say about his privileged to have played with
opportunity to play with him."
not only a Hall of Fame QB. but
jets experience.
"Mike and Woody, as well as also a great role model."
Favre was drafted by Atlanta
After the Jets' season ending in the second round of the 1991
the entire organization, have
draft, but was traded after the
been nothing short of outstand- 24-17 loss to Miami, Favre said
ing," Favre said in thee-mail. "My he fell discomfort in his arm "for season to Green Bay for a firstteammates — Thomas (Jones) quite a while." It turned out to be
round pick. During his 16 seaand Kerry (Rhodes) included — a torn biceps tendon that didn't
sons with Green Bay, he helped
were a pleasure to play with. Fric
lead the Packers to consecutive
require surgery.
It wasn't all bad with the lets
Super Bowls, including a victory
could not have been any better. I
for Favre, who showed a few over New England in 1997.
enjoyed playing for him."
New York hired former glimpses ol greatness — as well
"Congratulations to Brett on a
Baltimore defensive coordina- as great zip on his passes — early remarkable career," the Packers
tor Rex Ryan to replace Mangini, mi. Hi- threw a career-high six said in a statement. "The Packers
touchdown passes, tying Joe
and he, along with Johnson
organization wishes him and
and
Tannenbaum,
repeat
Namath'S team record, in a56-35 his family well. Brett always will
edly said they wanted Favre to victory over Arizona in Week 4. hold a special placein Green Bay
Packers history, and we remain
return. Instead. Favre spent sev- Favre also helped rejuvenate the
eral weeks after the season at his franchise, drawing thousands of committed to retiring his number at an appropriate time in the
home in Kiln, Miss., away from fans to training camp practices.
future."
He finished with 3,472 yards
football before deciding to retire
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Enterprise Square - 3 bedroom apartments!
522 E. Merry St - ONLY (1) 2 bedroom Left!
425 E. Court St.- ONLY (2) 2 bedrooms Left
Field Manor Apartments - 2 bedroom apartments

ALSO FILLING UP FAST...

FALCONS vs. Toledo^

Campbell Hill Apartments - 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
Heinz Apartments - 3 bedroom apartments
Columbia Court - 3 bedroom apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments - 2 bedroom Apartments

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717
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The BGSU women are looking for their program record-tying 21st straight
win when they host the rival Rockets in another Battle of l-75...be therel

f,i
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

TOHIBHT - 7:00pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Check out our website www.greenbriarrentals.com

w

877 BGSU TICKET

B6SU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.

210 N. Enterprise (zoned 6 unrelated) 1
233 W. Merry (zoned 5 unrelated) '

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

1002 E. Wooster (zoned 5 unrelated)

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

BGSUFALC8NS COM

R9LLAL8NG!

■ • Large House - allows more
1 than 3 unrelated occupants
• Close to campus
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North Korean missile test raises
concerns for South Korea, United States
By K.lly OI»n
The Associated Press
SEOUL South Korea — North
Korea appeared to bo Baling up
yesterday for another long-range
missile test, the latest in a sprics of
provocative acts seemingly aimed
at stoking tensions with South
Korea and winning the attention
of the new U.S. president.
In recent weeks, Pyongyang has
declared it will scrap peace agreements with Seoul and warned
of war on the Korean peninsula.
Reports that it cotrld he preparing
to test a missile capahle of reaching the western United States
have added to the anxiety.
South Korea's Yonhap news
agency said yesterday that a
vehicle carrying radar equipment
was seen moving to a launch
site on the North's eastern coast
from a munitions factory near
Pyongyang.
"It can he analyzed that the
North is proceeding with a missile launch preparation in stages,"
Yonhap quoted a South Korean
government official it did not
name as saying.
South Korean and Japanese
media said last week that intelligence agents had spotted a train
carrying a long, cylinder-shaped
object — believed to be a longrange missile—to the launch site
at Musudan-ni.
U.S. Defense Secretary Robert

Gates has played down reports
of possible North Korean missile launch preparations, noting
Tuesday that Pyongyang's last
such test in 2(106 was a failure and
that the U.S. could shoot down a
North Korean missile "should we
deem it necessary."
Nevertheless, North Korea's
saber-rattling has been interpreted as an attempt to grab ."resident
llarack Obama's attention; U.S.
Secretary of State I Hilary Rodham
Clinton is scheduled to visit South
Korea next week.
Obarna has expressed willingness for direct talks with the
North—including possibly meeting with leader Kim Jong II. The
stalled multi-national dialogue to
disarm North Korea resumed late
last year after the U.S. removed
the country from its list of nations
that sponsor terrorism. Those
talks also involved China, Russia,
South Korea and lapan.
Pentagon spokesman Bryan
Whitman warned yesterday that
North Korea's actions could disrupt the disarmament process,
"I think activities of this
nature, should they be taking
place, would be harmful to the
ongoing efforts, the diplomatic
efforts within the six-party talks,"
Whitman said. "It's always been
our position that North Korea
should refrain from provocative
actions that might aggravate tensions in the region."

Violent earthquake
strikes Indonesia
By Irwan Firdaus
The Associated Press
JAKARTA. Indonesia — A powerful earthquake struck off
eastern Indonesia early today,
briefly triggering fears of a tsunami. There were no immediate
reports of injuries or damage.
The U.S. Geological Survey
said the 7.0-magnitude quake
struck at 1:34 a.m. (1734 yesterday GMT, 2:34 p.m. yesterday ESTJ about 195 miles (315
Idlometers) from Manado, the
northernmost city on Sulawesi
island.
It was centered 21 miles (35
Idlometers) beneath the ocean
floor, the agency said.
Five aftershocks measuring
more than magnitude 5 followed, the USGS said on its Web
site.
The Indonesian Agency for
Meteorology and Geophysics
said in mobile phone text messages sent to reporters that the
quake had the power to trigger
a tsunami, but the warning was

lifted about an hour later.
The agency received no
reports from the field of injuries or damage, according to
Soehardjono, who heads the
agency's earthquake section in
the capital, Jakarta, like many
Indonesians, Soehardjono goes
by one name.
Grace Wakary, who lives in
Manado. told The Associated
Press she did not feel anything
and that there had been no signs
of panic in the city.
Indonesia is prone to seismicupheaval due to its location
on the so-called Pacific "Ring
of lire." iui arc of volcanos and
fault lines encircling the PacificBasin.
In December 2004, a massive earthquake off the western
island of Sumatra triggered a
tsunami that battered much of
the Indian Ocean coastline and
killed more than 230,000 people
— more than half of them in
Indonesia's Aceh province. A
tsunami off Java in 2007 killed
nearly 5,000.

INVESTIGATION: Rake <md fotpnyc waiters c jry bodes o'people kled after a drug gang
Idndpped anrj killed six people Vila Ahtmada on the outskirts of Cudad Juarez northern Mexico

Manhunt for drug gang
murderers continues
By Julie Watson
The Associated Press
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PET FRIEnDLV HOUSES
flUMlflBie FALL 2009
Burrwood Subdivision
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
• t -2 Car garages w/automatic openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at $1200.00 (limit 3 people)

Pakistan of attacks
By Fiinilc Abrashi and Rahim
Fatal
The Associated Press
In Pakistan, Foreign Ministry
spokesman. Abdul Basit, said
he had not seen Saleh's comments and could not comment.
The army spokesman did not
answer a telephone call late yesterday.
Afghanistan has accused militants based in Pakistan's lawless tribal areas or Pakistan's spy
service for being behind several
major attacks in Kabul, including the bombing of the Indian
Embassy last July, an assassination attempt against President
I (amid Kar/ai in April and an
assault on the luxury Serena
Hotel in January 2008.
By focusing the blame on
militants in Pakistan, Saleh
reinforced recent remarks by
Obama, who has warned that
militants using Pakistani territory to launch attacks should
not be allowed free reign.
Five armed men with assault
rifles, grenades, a bag full of
plastic explosives and ball bearings stormed the Ministry of
Justice around 10 a.m.. shooting

at workers and briefly trapping
the minister inside.
As they moved into the building they killed two guards. For
the next three hours they holed
up inside the ministry, firing200
bullets and killing a total of 13
people before Afghan security
forces stormed the building and
killed the attackers, Saleh said.
Justice
Minister
Sarwar
Danesh spoke to AP while he
was briefly trapped inside the
ministry with a number ot government employees.
"They used grenades and AK47s," Danesh said of the attackers, speaking by mobile phone.
Ministry workers jumped out
of a second-floor windows to
escape the advancing gunmen.
"I came out of my office to sec
what was going on, and I saw a
man with an AK-47 shooting at
every employee he saw in the
hall." said ministry employee
Xa/ir Mohammad, who shook
as he spoke.
At nearly the same time,
about a half mile (1 kilometer)
away, another assailant in a suicide vest was shot as he tried to
force his way into the Education
Ministry.

422 dough St - Two bedrooms 1470 00
per month plus utilities Deposit S470 00.
Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease 5/16/09
■5/8710

710 Elm St- Three bedrooms $760 00
per month plus utilities Deposit $760 00
Has a washer and dryer. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16709 - 5/8/10

221 S. College Dr - Three bedrooms
$816 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$81600 Tenants mow lawn. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16709 - 5/8/10

710 1/2 Elm St - Three bedrooms 2
baths $740 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740 00 Has a washer and
dryer. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars Lease
5/16/09-5/8/10

710 Eighth St- Three bedrooms. 2 baths
$960 00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$960 00 Ait conditioned, washer and dryer
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16109
-5/6710,
720 a 722 Eighth - Two -3 bedrooms
A-frame houses $575.00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $575 00 Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/16709 - 5/6710
517 N. Summit- Three bedrooms, 2car
garage $1,050.00 per month plus utilities
Deposits 1.050 00 Tenants mow lawn
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16/09
•5/8/10

432 S. College IA - Three bedrooms
$690.00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$690.00 Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Has
washer and dryer Lease 8/20/09 - 8/7/10.

Wildfire displaces animals
By Kristen Gelineau
Tlie Associated Press
SYDNtY — Kangaroo corpses
lay scattered by the roadsides
while wombats that survived
the wildfire's onslaught emerged
from their underground burrows to find blackened earth and
nothing to eat.
Wildlife rescue officials yesterday worked frantically to help
the animals that made it through
Australia's worst-ever wildfires
but they said millions of animals
likely perished in the inferno.

Scores of kangaroos have been
found around roads, where the)
were overwhelmed by flames
and smoke while attempting
to flee, said Jon Rowdon, president of the rescue group Wildlife
Victoria.
Kangaroos that survived are
suffering trom burned leet. ;i

result of their territorial behavior
After escaping the initial flames.
the creatures — which prefer to
stay in one area — likely circled
back to their homes, singeing
their feet on the smoldering
ground.

NO MORE
SPACE HEATERS!

IS»-

1481/2 Manvlllt - One bedroom, upper
unit $395 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $395 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2
cars Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10
150Manville- Two bedrooms, lower
unit. $740 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740 00 Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars Lease 5/16709 - 5/8/10.
1501i2M»nvlll., One bedroom, upper
unit $395 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $395 00. Limit 2 people Limit 2
cars Lease 5/16709-5/8/10.

2S6 S. College IB ■ Two bedrooms
$750.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit
$750 00 Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars
Lease 8/20/09 - 8/7/10.

$480.00 per month plus unities. Deposit
$480 00 Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease
8720/09 -8/7/10
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
v« many apartments available. Stop in the Rtntal Ofllca for a brochure
orvhrtour

Bowling Green, OH
43402
419-352-0717

GETTING BETTER:Cheyenne Tree treats a Koala nicknamed Sam. saved irom the bushfires»
Gppsland. at die Mountaei Ash WJdKe Center in Rawson. 100 miles east of Melbourne Australia

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available August 20, 2009

445 E.WoosterSt.

U.S. authorities have reported a
spike in killings, kidnappings and
Inline Invasions linked to the cartels — some of it in cities far from
the border, such as Phoenix and
Atlanta.
Tuesday's bloodshed began
when gunmen kidnapped nine
suspected members of a rival
drug gang in Villa Ahumada and
executed six of them along the
PanAmerican I lighway outside
of the town, said Enrique Tones,
spokesman for a joint military
police operation in Chihuahua
state.

anistan accuses

Available May 16,2009

www.bgnewscom

MEXICO CITY — Authorities
found five bullet-riddled vehicles with bloodstained seats
yesterday, prompting a hunt for
dnig gang killers who may have
escaped after an outburst of hot
dcr-region slayings and clashes
with soldiers in which 21 people
died, an official said.
The hours-long skirmishes
around thetownolYilla Ahumada
on Tuesday were pan of a wave of
drug violence that has engulfed
parts of Mexico — and has even
spilled across the border — as the
army confronts savage narcotics
cartels that are flush with drug

President Felipe Calderon says
more than (i.tKM) people died last
yearin drug related violence, and

TESTING TESTING: A South Korean Army soldier walks by display of models of mock
North Korean Said-B missile, right and other South Korean missiles.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10

Check us out online at:

money and guns from the us.

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
Winlfirop Terrace & Summit Terrace is dedicated to providtng
YOU with the best affordable housing in the area!

Here are just a few other things
we have to offer YOU:
3 Laundromats •
Air Conditioned •
Plenty ol Parking •
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

•

Private Resident Shuttle •

• 2 Swimming Pools
• 24 Hour Emergency maintenance
• High Speed Internet Included
• Minutes Irom BGSU
• Gas Included (Heat. Hot Water
and Cooking)

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com
GKHMllUAIt, PIC

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. ncross iiom Tjco Belli

Rental Office:
400 E. Napoleon Rd.

419.352.9135 I www.winthropterrace.com

WASHINGTON

TO Thursday. February 12.2009

Compromise reached in
order to pass stimulus bil

Federal deficit continues to break
records as recession gets worse
By Martin Crutsinger
The Associated Press

By David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Moving with

lightning speed, the Democraticuintrolled Congress and White
House agreed yesterday on a
compromise S7tH) billion economic stimulus bill designed
lo create millions of jobs in a
nation reeling from recession.
I'resident Rarack Obama could
sign the measure within days.
"More than one-third of tliis
J SCOTT APnEWMITC AP PHOTO
bill is dedicated to providing tax
relief for middle-class families, COMPROMISE: Led by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid. center, lawmakers announce
culling taxes for 95 percent of agreement on the $789 billion economic stimulus measure at the Capitol in Washington.
American workers." said Senate
Majority 1-eader I larry Reid at a Obama's signature tax cut — a of the Senate announced the
Capitol news conference where break for millions of lower and agreement. Moments later. Reid
he was joined by moderates middle income taxpayers. Wage- arrived in her office, and the two
from both parties whose sup- earners who don't make enough talked by phone with Emanuel,
port is essential for the legisla- to pay income taxes would gel a according to officials who spoke
reduction in the Social Security on condition of anonymity.
tion's final passage.
Officials had said previously
I louse Speaker Nancy Pelosi. and Medicare taxes they pay.
The president also won money that one of the final issues to be
D-Calif., Reid's partner in negot iations over more than 24 hours, for two other administration pri- settled was money for school
initially withheld her approval orities — information technol- modernization, a priority for
for more than two hours in a ogy in health care, and "green Pelosi as well as Obama and
dispute over federal funding for jobs" to make buildings more one on which they differed with
school construction. She said energy-efficient and reduce the Collins and other moderates
whose votes will be essential for
the delay had been worth it: "We nation's reliance on foreign oil.
The bill "will be the begin- final Senate approval.
had lo make sure the investment
Originally, Pelosi and House
in education" was in the bill.
ning of the turnaround for the
Obama, who campaigned American economy." predicted Democrats wanted a new proenergetically for the measure. Sen. Joseph Ueberman, the gram dedicated to school conwelcomed the agreement in independent from Connecticut. struction, but Collins held firm
Republicans couldn't have against that. In the end, the
a written statement that said
agreement added money to a
it would "save or create more disagreed more.
"It appears that Democrats State Stabilization Fund, with
than 3.5 million jobs and get our
have made a bad bill worse the additional provision that
economy back on track."
The emerging legislation is at by reducing the tax relief for governors may use some of the
the core of Obama's economic- working families in order to money for modernizing school
recovery program, and includes pay for more wasteful govern- buildings but not building new
help for victims of the recession ment spending." said Rep. John ones.
There also was last-minute
in the form of expanded unem- BoehnerofOhio.
The events capped a frenzied disagreement about a House
ployment benefits, food stamps,
health coverage and more, as 24-pltts hours tiiat began at mid- proposal that could direct eduwell as billions for states that day Tuesday when the Senate cation funds to schools even if a
face the prospect of making approved its original version of state's governor didn't approve,
deep cuts in school aid and the bill on a party-line vote of 61 - they said, a squabble that one
37. Reid, Pelosi and White House official said related principally to
other programs
Another provision will mean Chief of Staff Ralim Emanuel South Carolina.
Stocks moved higher in the
a one-time payment of S250 plunged into a series of meetfor millions of beneficiaries ings designed to produce agree- moments after Reid stepped to
who receive Social Security, ment in time for Obama to sign the microphone just outside the
Senate chamber. The Dow (ones
Supplemental Security Income the bill by mid-month.
and veterans pensions and disPelosi was conspicuously industrials, which plunged 382
ability, according to officials.
absent from yesterday's news points on Tuesday, rose 5 i points
The measure also preserves conference in which members for the day.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

WASHINGTON — The recession
and massive costs for the financial
bailout have pushed the federal
deficit to an all-time high for the
first four months of the budget
year.
The Treasury Department
reported yesterday that the deficit for October through January
totaled $569 billion, more than six
times larger than the imbalance
during the year-ago period.
The deficit for January .alone
totaled $83.8 billion, worse than
die S78 billion economists expected. Hie government had run a
surplus of $17.8 billion in January
2008.
The huge deterioration in die
government's finances reflects the
recession, which has cut into tax
revenues, and the large amounts
of money being spent from the

forecasting that the budget deficit
for the current year will hit $1.6
trillion.
Through the first four months
of the budget year, government
revenues total $773.5 billion, down
10.2 percent from die year-ago
period. Much of that drop reflected
weaker corporate tax revenues and
falling individual tax payments.
Outlays during the first four
months of the current budget year
totaled $1.34 trillion, up 41.3 percent from the previous period.
Treasury Secretary Timothy
Gcithner on Tuesday unveiled an
overhaul of the bailout plan, outlining changes in how the Obama
administration planned to spend
the second $350 billion. Those
efforts would harness the bailout
fund to resources at the Federal
Reserve and the private sector to
boost lending efforts by as much
as $2 trillion, according to the
administration's projections.

$700 billion financial rescue plan
that Congress passed in October.
About three-fourths of the deficit
increase was related to spending
on the bailout program.
With eight months left in the
current budget year, the deficit
already has surpassed die deficit
for 2008, an imbalance of $454.8
billion that is the full-year recoid.
The Congressional Budget
Office has forecast that the deficit
for the current budget year will
hit $1.2 trillion, but that estimate
does not include die costs of the
economic stimulus plan that
I'resident Barack Obama is pushing Congress to quickly pass to
combat the recession.
House and Senate negotiators, working to reconcile differences between the two chambers,
agreed yesterday to pare the cost of
the plan to below $800 billion over
two years.
Many private economists arc

Activists push for no more oil dri
By H. Josef Hcbert
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Environmental advocates urged
Congress yesterday to reinstate
the broad moratorium on offshore oil drilling, but a key congressman said on that issue, "The
ship may have already sailed."
Rep. Nick Rahall, D-W.Va.,
chairman of the House Natural
Resources Committee, said the
political reality is that the broad
moratorium across 85 percent of
the country's Outer Continental
Shelf— lifted by Congress last fall
— is unlikely to be reimposed.
But Rahall, who opened the
first of three hearings on offshore
drilling, said Congress may need
to establish protective buffer
areas and place certain regions
— including some waters off the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts — off
limits.
"If we are going to start drilling
in new areas offshore we're going

to have to be aware of what the
trade-offs are ... that it can be
done safely," said Rahall. He
argued that the "vast majority"
of Outer Continental Shelf oil
resources are already in federal
waters, available for leasing.
The hearing came a day after
Interior Secretary Ken Salazar
ordered a review of offshore oil
and gas development, scrapping
a sweeping blueprint for expand ed offshore drilling proposed in
the Bush administration's final
days.
While not ruling out expansion of some offshore drilling,
Salazar promised to pursue a
new direction in energy development, with greater emphasis on
using coastal waters to generate
energy from wind, the sun and
waves
At a House hearing, Philippe
Cousteau, grandson of legendary ocean explorer Jacques
Cousteau, urged Congress to
reinstate the offshore drilling

MICHAEl MARttMT I AP PHOTO
NOT DRILLING: With an offshore oil
platform seen in the distance, a man paddles
out on a surfboard horn the beach.

bans that until last fall had been
in effect for 25 years in Atlantic
and Pacific coastal waters.
"It's absolutely critical for
the health of the oceans," said
(Cousteau, a board member of
the advocacy group Ocean
Conservancy. "Oil spills still
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Don't Be Left Out!
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2009 KEY Senior Magazine.
You'll receive four poses to select prints if you choose.
Make an appointment online at www.myseniorportrait.com or walk-ins accepted.
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Twister hits small Oklahoma town
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By Tim Tallay
The Associated Press

LONEGROVK, Okla.—Rescuers
soiled through bricks and
shattered plywood yesterday
111 search of more victims of
a deadly tornado that blasted
through a small Oklahoma
town where many people in
a trailer park had nowhere to
escape the howlfng winds.
Some people were killed by
flying debris. One man died
when a pickup truck fell on him.
At least eight bodies were recovered.
There were also miraculous
tales of survival: People taking
shelter in a closet pulled a little
girl to safety after the tornado
blew part of the roof off and
threatened to carry her away.
One woman was found injured
but alive beneath an overturned
mobile home.
Residents of Lone Grove, a
town of 4,(i0() about 100 miles
south of Oklahoma City, awoke
yesterday to find much of their
community in ruins.
Shirley Mose was not at home
when the tornado struck, but
she returned to find the house
destroyed and her pickup truck
wrecked.
"1 had a little Chihuahua that
stayed in there," Mose said. "We
found her bed, but not her. I
guess she's gone."
The Lone Grove twister was
among a cluster of unusual
February tornados that touched
down Tuesday in Oklahoma. A
half-dozen homes and several
businesses were also damaged
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TWISTER: A tornado hil Edmond Okla. Tuesday. Surivors. above, begin to clean up the
damaged areas.

inOklahomaCityand suburban
Edmond, but no serious injuries
were reported there.
Lone Grove firefighters
methodically searched each
damaged or destroyed structure, spray-painting a large
"X" on homes after inspection.
Residents were then allowed to
check for belongings.
Authorities gave as much as
35 minutes of warning that a
twister was approaching.

The National Weather Service
issued a tornado warning at 6:50
p.m., meaning a twister was
imminent and residents should
take shelter. Another warning
was issued at 7:15 p.m. when the
actual tornado was spotted. It
hit Lone Grove at 7:25 p.m.
"A lot of people just didn't
leave," Carter County Sheriff
Ken Grace said.
Most of the bodies were found
in the mobile home wreckage. A
trucker driving through town
was also killed when winds

Mayor of Las Vegas: President
needs to address remarks
By Oskar Garcia

"When you

T he Associated Press

US VEGAS — The mayor of
Las Vegas told President liai.uk
Obama in a letter that his criticism of companies using taxpayer
money to visit Sin City is harmful
to the tourist-dependent destination.
Las Vegas Mayor Oscar
Goodman didn't directly ask
the president for an apology and
retraction in the letter obtained
yesterday by The Associated Press,
as he did in interviews.
"I expect him to address it and
to correct it," Goodman told the
AP.
"When you make a casual,
although not malevolent remark,
it can have ramifications which
affect the industry as well as all of
the citizens who live in southern
Nevada." he said. "It's affecting
some of these people's lives."
In I he past two weeks, two
financial institutionsthatreceived
a combined $35 billion in federal
bailout money pulled out of large
events in Las Vegas at the last
minute. Obama, who has been
mustering public support for economic stimulus legislation, said
during a town hall meeting this
week in Indiana that companies
shouldn't hold such events at taxpayers' expense.
"Youcan'tgetcorporatejcts,you
can't go take a trip to I .as Vegas or
go down to the Super Bowl on the
taxpayer's dime." Obama said.
Goodman said he is worried
that Obama's comments are discouraging travel to a city already
suffering a steep drop in tourism
business and revenue.
"Mr. President, I understand
the enormous burden you carry.
in dealing with the worst economy since the Great Depression,"
Goodman wrote in the letter, sent
late Tuesday.
"I also understand the need
for accountability, but your comments are harmful to the meetings and convention industry as a
whole and Las Vegas specifically,"
he said.

make a casual...
remark, it can have
ramifications..."
Oscar Goodman | Mayor

The White I louse has not reacted to Goodman's comments.
U.S. Senate Majority Leader
Harry Rcid, D-Nev.. said on the
floor of the US. Senate yesterday
that he spoke with White House
Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel
about Obama's remarks.
"He made it clear to me that the
president's criticism was aimed
at the potential use of taxpayer
funds for junkets, and in no way
reflects his thoughts about any
one particular city," Reid said.
The number of visitors to Las
Vegas was down 4.4 percent in
2008 compared with a year earlier, and visits in December alone
declined nearly 11 percent. State
gaming regulators reported yesterday that Nevada casino winnings were down almost 19 percent in December, compared
with the same month a year ago,
dropping taxable revenues for the
period almost 23 percent from
2007.
In a statement, Rep. Shelley
Berkley, D-Nev., asked Obama
and others in Congress to refrain
from making comments that
harm Las Vegas and other destinations whose economics rely on
business travelers.
"Please, let's stop the attacks,
let's call a cease-fire and let's
recognize the true cost of these
words in real dollars lost asa result
of canceled meetings and other
functions that will not be held in
Las Vegas," Berkley said.
"Mr. President, I support your
efforts to curb corporate excesses
in your recovery plan, but from
the neon lights of Las Vegas to the
Chicago skyline, from the white
sands of Hawaii to the Kansas
heartland, tourism means jobs,"
she said.

slammed into his rig. Fourteen
other people were seriously
injured.
Yesterday, all that was visible
of the mobile homes were the
cinder blocks they sal on. I ices
were uprooted or snapped in
half. Cars were flung around
like children's toys. Hoods ol
vehicles were ripped off. And
debris was scattered ever]
where.
Cherokee Ballard, a spokeswoman for the state medical
examiner's office, said some ol
the victims appeared to have
been inside their homes when
the tornado hit. Others had fled
outdoors.
Most died from blows to the
head.
"One victim was found
underneath a pickup truck the
tornado had lilted and dropped
on him," Ballard said.
There was no shelter near the
mobile home park for the residents to seek refuge.
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Oil prices
continue to
decrease

NEWS

every day since.

A weekly report from
the Energy Information
Administration showed that
crude inventories jumped
by 4.7 million barrels for the
week ended Feb. 6. That easily surpassed the expectations
of analysts surveyed by Plaits,
the energy information arm of
McGraw-Hill Cos., who expected a boost of 3.4 million barrels.
Including last week's build
up, crude inventories have
increased by more than 30
million barrels in the past five
weeks.
But gasoline futures soared
on Nymex when the same
report showed that U.S. inventories had declined by 2.(> million
barrels, surprising trader who
expected stockpiles to grow by
900,(100 barrels.
"Demand went positive for
the first time in recent memory;
over a year ago, so that's given
us a little bit of support," said
Phil ITynn, an analyst at Alaron
Trading Corp.
Retail gasoline prices have
been a sore point for motorists
in recent weeks, as prices tit the
pump rise even with oil In the
doldrums.
Prices at the pump rose again
yesterday, and the E1A report
spelled out some of the reasons
why.
Refiners took in 214,000 fewer
barrels of crude last week and
gasoline production fell, the LIA
reported.
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400 Counselors/Instructors needed*
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS'
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood lloors including gym lloors.
Starts when school is out tor summer
to middle ot Aug. Work consists ol
operating equipment, including tloor
butters and tloor sanding machines
Also measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying gym
tloor finish We thoroughly tram you
m all phases of work Job pays S8/hr
w/ approx 40-50 hrs per week, flex
hours. Must be punctual, reliable and
willing to accept responsibility.
Contact Joe Koch at 419-340-6270
or lax resume to 419-825-1714.
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JUSTICE
TASK FORCE
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$99- Deposit!*
FREE HEAT!
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Pet & People Friendly!
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NEW! Now Open
SATURDAYS 10-3
Monday Friday 10-6
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(419)353-7715
'certain condiioti apply

jNearBGSU, private*
patio/entrance, extra
# storage, pets #
* welcome, shortterm leases avail,
419-352-7691
#
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Early learning classroom teachers
wanted, musl be in 2nd yr. majoring
in ECE and able to do lesson plans
For more into, contact Perry Harris
at 419-241-9360 or e-mail at
babydoll1reasures@yahoo.com
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426 E Wooster. Large 3 BR apt
great location! Avail Fall 2009.
S950'mo. util. incl. call 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm.
avail Fall 2009. S475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
5BR. 5 person house,
all amenities, close to campus
S1200/mo 352-1584 or 353-8611
Avail now. newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR. each w/ priv bath S entrance
Close to campus. Sl075/mo + elec
Call 419-708-9981.

For Rent

"09-10 SY tew remaining houses
Large - 315 & 321 E. Merry.
tew 1st semester leases 09-10.
I -2 bedroom apis,
cartyrentals com. 419-353-0325

1 BR apt close to campus, avail now!
S395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
Call 419-708-9981
2009-2010
3 BR. 2BR & 1 BR avail.

Call 419-354-9740

COZY, clean! BR. ideal lor grad sld
S425/mo. util. incl. non-smker pret
Avail 5/1/09. Call 419-352-2104.
Highland Management
1 8 2 BR apts for 2009-2010
Great locations/low sec dep
Call 419-354-6036. 9-3 M-F or
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
OHice hours 10-2. M-F
www.bgapanmenls.com
HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES

3 BR house S825/mo w/ C/A. W/D.
avail. 8/15/09.
3 efficiency apts 1 three room S375
S 1 one room tor $290 avail 5/15.
Call 419-601-3225

May Lease

3 BR units. 1/yr lease, avail May 09.
4th & 5th St
2 BR apts. 1 /yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09.4th St Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110.

2 Orchard Circle.
1/2 blck from campus, near windmill.
4 BR. 2 bath, S1100/mo. good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S College. 3 BR. 1 bath
S975/mo, good condition.
129BS College. 1/2 block from
campus. 1 BR, I balh. S375/mo
Call 419-806-4429 or go to
www troboserentals.com

3/4 BR apt tor rent, recently updated.
small pets ok 619 High St, BG
3 or more unrelated OK
Call 419-308-3525.

Houses for rent. 4-5 bdrms. 2 baths,
between campus & downtown.
S1500/mo, call 419-340-2500

3/4 BR house w/ W/D, avail now!
S800/mo ♦ util, 217 Palmer Ave
Call 419-934-0128

Nice 3 BR house, avail 8/09,
S1150/mo. 318 N Summit,
close to campus, call 440-339-4428

4 BR. one S 1/2 baths, washer/dryer.
large deck, and garage
Call 419-305-5987

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

A TASTE OF FEBRUARY

A O'UBRATION oi RUCK HISTORY, ART, AND CmniRf.
II IMUV llll. 17 I b:IJ0l'M 9:00PM I BTSII
DOORS DIMS u 530PM

I I m

KM m,
•>.
■or,

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535 month Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

tlVYVV00DAPTS.$
# 1 Bdrms./Studios #

* EHnHEisffln*
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CHILL OUT! with our

COOL DEALS!

■■
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Help Wanted

!Earn Income at Home!
Home Based On-Line Business.
Excellent SS Potential
Freeinfo-419-601-5179

■

A

■

•AVAIL NOW 2 BR apts low as S449
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

BARTENDING' up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
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Trucker's fuel
Alfonso's queen
Irish playwright
Odonfic compound
Cordiality
Actress Claire
Sty sound
Roughly
Scottish headland
Abu Dhabi ruler
ThinkPad maker
Capote's nickname

ANSWERS

llll.lt,'

discrimination ..
group on tlt« tmtt «>i i.i"tax color, mod, reUllon, national origin,
Mxual orientation dbabuHY Mann at a

MMMH...TOASTVI

Singer Patsy
Detroit dud
Striped gem
Close by, once
Impassivity
Chewy candy
In opposition
Atlas septet
Hearth residue
. Sue Martin
Old navigation instrument
Fix, in a way
_ kwondo
46
Prime-time time on TV 47
Anatomical duct
49
Martin and Pickford
51
Writers Ferber and
53
Millay
54
PGA member
55
Chilled
57
Yrbk. section
58
Selassie of Ethiopia
59
Based on eight
60
Of an insurance job
61
Little angel
Delay
Aubergine
Rapping Dr.

Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to SI 50 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791

BG

By Dirk Lammers
The Associated Press

SIOUX l-ALI.S, S.D. — Oil prices
plummeted below $36 yesterday on more evidence that I IS.
storage facilities are bulging
with unused crude.
light, sweet crude for March
delivery fell $1.99 to settle at
S35.94 a barrel on the New York
Mercantile Exchange.
Oil closed tinder SKI Monday
for the first time in several
weeks, and has closed lower

LUI1Z1.0S

brought to you by

RBSI R\'E YOUR SEAT : Imp: 'resUfc bgra-cdu forms/tan* fehfhp
SBMt-FORMAl ATTIRE | ft* mow into Alexandria Clark dcxahc^bgituchi

Moves you from
'my boyfriend to
'myfiance?
v_ vymamaton
jewelers &z Znaravinq
139 5IM <*ut It Pamta) 354 3554
Make V*t*ntt**'$ Lmt /ontfer

MM

a Oar

www.bowllnggreen-apts.com

February SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate
Student Housing lor 2009/2010

meccabg.com
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CREATING LIFE WITH ROBOTICS

(TOP-LEFT) Lite Formations is currently constructing a four-member robotic band
'''i s mall located in the Netherlands (TOP-CENTER) In addition to human-lilce
'obots. Life Formations also constructs animals, such as this alligator (TOP*RIGHT)
A sculpted version of President Obamas head sits in front of a tackboaid displaying
multiple face angles of the new president A lew wax museums have requested representations of Obama to be displayed in their galleries (BOTTOM-RIGHT) Control
systems sit on a counter waiting to be inserted into the robots (BOTTOM-LEFT) Bvt
Woodbury. a producer at Life Formations, reveals some of the insides of a robotic bird
that has (ust had control systems inserted. (LEFT-CENTER) The robots built by Life
Formations are built with fine detail - down to the hairs on the head, which are added
by hand.
ENOCHWU I MBGNEAS
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NEW POOL FURNITURE • PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE • RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL
24-HR FITNESS CENTER • 24.HR GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS • TANNING DOMES
ALL COURTS • INTERNET INCLUDED • INDIVIDUAL LEASES

419.353.5100 | 706 NAPOLEON ROAD

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
OWNEO AND PBOfESSIONALlY MANAGED BY l£| AMI III' AS < AM PUS COMMUNITIES

THE

ENCLAVE
AMENITIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE | SEE OFEICE TOP DETAILS

THE BG NEWS
Valentine s Day Special Edition
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A woman offers pillows as Valentines Day gifts
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A gift guide for the guy or girl in your life
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The top 10 romantic movies of all time
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Looking for a new scent Try FLAME by BK
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HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
fromQdoba!
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A look at the legends
behind Valentines Day
By Scott Recker
Special Sections Editor
Every year on Feb. 14, significant
olhers around the world exchange
candy, flowers and gifts, but the
exact beginning of Valentine's Day
is surrounded by mystery.
The holiday, which contains both
Roman and Catholic traditions, has
many different stories regarding its
origin and the Catholic Church recognizes at least threedifferent saints
named Valentine or Valentinus,
according to www.history.com.
One legend states that Valentine
was a third century priest during the
ruling of an emperor who made marriage illegal for young men because
he thought single men made superior soldiers. According to history,
com, Valentine continued to marry
young couples against the law and

was put to death for prohibited acts.
Another legend suggests Valentine
was the first to send a "valentine"
gift to a love interest. According to
history.com, it is rumored he fell in
love with the jailor's daughter while
he was imprisoned and before he
died he wrote her a letter he signed
from your Valentine', which is an
expression still currently used.
Although the exact origin of the
holiday is not known, Pope Gelasius,
according to history.com, declared
Valentine's Day a holiday around
498A.D.
The first "valentine" ever sent (hat
is still in existence was written by
Charles, Duke of Orleans while he
was imprisoned. According to history.com, he sent a poem to his wife
after being captured in battle. The
poem, which was written in 1415,
is currently in the British Library in
London, England.

VAUENTINE'S DAY FAST FA<
1.188 million Valentine's Day cards
are exchanged annually, making
Valentine's Day the second-most
popular greeting card-giving occasion (This total excludes packaged kids' valentines for classroom
' exchanges.) (Source: Hallmark
research)
2. Over 50 percent of all Valentine's
Day cards are purchased in the six
days pnor to the observance, making
Valentine's Day a procrastinator's
delight. (Source: Hallmark research)
5. Research reveals that more than
half of the U.S. population cerebrates
Valentine's Day by purchasing a
greeting card. (Source: Hallmark
KutfcrO
4. 22 million marnages take place
in the United States annual** That
breaks down to more than 6.000 a

i- 147J0O marriages are performed
in Nevada during 2005. So many
couples "tie the knot" in the Silver
State that it ranked fourth nationally
in marriages, even though it's total

o. The estimated U.S. median ages
at first marriage for women and men
are 25.3 and 27.1 respectively, in 2005
The age for women rose 4.2 years in
the last three decades. The age for
men at first marriage is up 3.6 years
7. Men and women in northeastem states generally have a higher
median age at first marriage than t
national average. In Massachusetts.
for example, women were a median
of 27.4 years old and men 29.1 years
of age at first marriage. States where
people typically marry young include
Utah, where women were a median
of 21 9 years and men. 23.9 years.
t. 57% and 60% of American
women and men. respectively, are
15 or older and currently married
(includes those who are separated).
f. 72%: The percentage of men and
women ages 30 to 34 in 2005 who had
been married at some point in their
lives - either currently or foimerty.
W. The per capita comumption of
candy by Americans In 200S was
25.7 pounds. Candy consumption
has actually declined over the last
few years; in 1997, each American
gobbled or savored more than 27
unds of candy a year

VALENTINE'S DAY PREVIEW
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Some students choosing personal, homemade gifts this year
By Amanda Gillas
Reporter

I veil though the economy is pushing for boxes of chocolates. Hallmark
cards and roses, this year, University
students are looking to give their significant other a homemade gift with
a price tag amoimted in love, not in
dollar value.
For freshman Kclsey Carpenter,
she plans to spend Valentine's Day
with her boyfriend. And although

they have dinner reservations at
the Melting Pot. Carpenter says she
prefers to make her boyfriend something, and this year she plans to show
him how much she loves him with a
personal handmade card.
"This year I made the traditional
card with paper hearts and markers,"
she said, "and I added those cute little
red hot candies too."
See HOMEMADE | Page 8

Celebrating
the big day
with pillows
By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

Love is in the air? More like feathers are in the air for this Valentine's
Day.
With the current economic
recession couples are looking for
less expensive ways to spend their
Valentine's Day and Splice Style creator Sandra Yue has an inexpensive
alternative: matching pillow cases
for some playful bedroom fun.
Splice Style was founded in
Vancouver, British Columbia, in
early 2008 with a focus on sports.
Yue created gift sets of his and
her pillowcases for under $25 that
depict outdoor activities. The pillow
cases can be used alone, or when
put together they create a portrait
of a couple partaking in an outdoor activity. The depicted activities includea couple snowboarding,
playing ultimate Frisbee, swimming, playing soccer or biking.
Yue thought of the idea from her
own personal experiences with her
current boyfriend of two and a half
years.
"I met my boyfriend while playing
ultimate Frisbee, and I feel playing
sports together and being active in
outdoor activities has really helped
us create a bond," she said.
The idea to use the pillow cases
for pillow fighting came from her
See PILLOWS | Page S

j Need something special
j your special someone ?
•

No need to panic, many of our

j

items are Meal Plan friendly.

i

Stop by Commons Marketplace*

j

or call us at 419.372.8073

•

.

For online orders visit bgsu.edu/dining

'.

look for "Big Gift Services" in the sidebar

OMMON

MARKETPLACE.

* In unit icem* limited Available only while Mippkci l«f.
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BUY ONE ENTREE,

GET ONE FREE!
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«
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________ J
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A look at the legends
behind Valentines Day
By Scott Recker
Special Sections Editor
Every year on Pel). II, significant
others around the world exchange
randy, flowers and gifts, hut the
exact beginning of Valentine's Day
is surrounded by mystery.
The holiday, which contains both
Roman and Catholic traditions, has
many different stories regarding its
origin and the Catholic Church recognizes— least three different sailits
named Valentine or Valentinus,
according to www.history.com.
One legend states that Valentine
wasa third century priest duringthe
ruling of anemperor who made marriage illegal for young men because
he thought single men made superior soldiers. According to history,
com, Valentine continued to marry
young couples against the law and

was put to death for prohibited acts.
Allot her legend suggests Valentine
was the first to send a "valentine"
gift to a love interest. According to
liistory.com, it is rumored he fell in
love with the jailor's daughter while
he was imprisoned and before he
died he wrote her a letter he signed
from your Valentine', which is an
expression still currently used.
Although the exact origin of the
holiday is not known. I'opeGelasius,
according to history.com, declared
Valentine's Day a holiday around
498A.D.
The first "valentine'' ever sent that
is still in existence was written by
Charles. Duke of Orleans while he
was imprisoned. According to history.com. he sent a poem to his wife
after being captured in battle. The
poem, which was written in 1415,
is currently in the British Library in
London, England.

VALENTINE'S DAY FAST FAQS
1.188 million Valentine's Day cards
are exchanged annually, making
Valentine's Day the second-most
popular greeting card-giving occasion. (This total excludes packaged kids' valentines for classroom
exchanges.) (Source: Hallmark
research)
2. Over 50 percent of all Valentine's
Day cards are purchased in the six
days prior to the observance, making
Valentine's Day a procrastinator's
delight. (Source Hallmark research)
5. Research reveals that more than
half of the U.S. population celebrates
Valentine's Day by purchasing a
greeting card. (Source: Hallmark
research)
4. 2.2 million man rages take place
in the United States annuaHy. That
breaks down to more than 6,000 a
day.
5.147.300 mamages are performed
in Nevada during 2005. So many
couples "tie the knot* in the Silver
State that it ranked fourth nationally
in maniages. even though it's total
population that year among states
was 35th

6. The estimated U.S. median ages
at first marriage for women and men
are 25.3 and 27.1 respectively, in 2005.
The age for women rose 4 2 years in
the last three decades. The age for
men at first marriage is up 3.6 years.
7. Men and women in northeast ern states generally have a higher
median age at first marriage than the
natiopal average. In Massachusetts,
for example, women were a median
of 27.4 years old and men 29.1 years
of age at first marriage States where
people typically marry young include
Utah, where women were a median
of 21.9 years and men, 23.9 years.
S. 5796 and 60% of American
women and men. respectively, are
15 or older and currently married
(includes those who are separated).
t. 72%: The percentage of men and
women ages 30 to 34 in 2005 who had
been married at some pomt m their
taes - either currently or formerly.
tO. The per capita consumption of
candy by Americans in 2005 was
257 pounds. Candy consumption
has actually declined over the last
few years; in 1997. each American
gobbled or savored more than 27
pounds of candy a year.
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ome students choosing personal, homemade gifts this year
By Amanda Gilles
Repi ■

Even though the economy is pushing lor boxes of chocolates, I lallmark
cards and roses, this year. University
Students arc looking to give their significant other a homemade gift with
a price tag amounted in love, not in
dollar value.
I or freshman Kelscy Carpenter,
she plans to spend Valentine's Day
with her boyfriend. And although

they have dinner reservations al
die Melting I'm. Carpenter says she
prefers to make her boyfriend something, and this year she plans to show
him how much she lines him witli a

-

■

"This year I made the traditional
card with paper hearts and markers,''
she said, "and I added those cute little
red hot candies too.'
See HOMEMADE | Page 8

or

By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

s^
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love is in the air? More like feathers are in the air for this Valentine's
Day.
With the current economic
recession couples are looking for
less expensive ways to spend their
Valentine's Day and Splice Style creator Sandra Yue has an inexpensive
alternative: matching pillow cases
for some playful bedroom fun.
Splice Style was founded in
Vancouver, British Columbia, in
early 2008 with a focus on sports.
Yue created gift sets of his and
her pillowcases for under S25 that
depict outdoor activities. The pillow
cases can be used alone, or when
put together they create a portrait
of a couple partaking in an outdoor activity. The depicted activities includea couple snowboarding.
playing ultimate I'risbee, swimming, playing soccer or biking.
Yue thought of the idea from her
own personal experiences with her
current boyfriend of two and a half

Need something special
your special someone?
No need to panic, many of our
items are Meal Plan friendly.
Stop by Commons Marketplace'
or call us at 419.372.8073
For online orders visit bgsu.edu/dining
look for "Big Gift Services* in the sidebar

OMMON

MARKETPLACE.

yean,

See PlllOWS | Page 5

■

.

personal handmade card.

Celebrating
the big day
with pillows

"I metmyboyfriendwhileplaying
ultimate I risbee. and I feel playing
sports together and being active in
outdoor activities has really helped
us create a bond," she said.
The idea to use the pillow cases
for pillow lighting came from her

/

.....

•
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VA-tine's Day
\J
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%ByAndyOur,el

boughtS17 billion worth of"Rifts, averaging out
to ovei $120 per person,
While students are looking lor ways to say

or Girls

I his week is Valentine's Da) and usuall) the

l love you" w "Happ) Valentine's Hay" in a

is surrounded by the theme of lot e, hut

less expensive way, they should not have to

might as well mark another day on a student's
calendar where tbeu wallet could take a severe
hii.

Valentine's Day Gift
we'll make it look like you went way over

x- Vv^ddmaton
O^ewekrs&i Engraving
I 39 S Main (Next to Panera) 354*3554 waddington|ewelers.com

I [ere are five gifts, each fix men and women,

Bach year, families, romantic couples and

making them ;i gieat for both a student's bud-

friends spend millions of dollars on gills.

get and the sentimental value it will have for

AccordingroaCNN survey in 2008. Americans

Valentine's Day.

The Gift: Photos
Reasoning: Putting together a collage
of a romantic couple or two triends
shows a lot of thought into such a
simple gift. Even one single photo of a
couple together smiling can mean a lot
to her as she will always have something
to look at. The photo can turn a bad
day into a good one just by remembering the fun times from the picture.
Price-: Between getting photos devel- •
oped, purchasing a frame or even doing
a slideshow on a blank CD. this project
could be anywhere from $10-$40.

You Have a Budget
for her

sacrifice the though) behind the gift the\ are
giving.

The Gift: BGSU Clothes
Reasoning: Who does not enjoy
showing off their University gear?
Whether it is a baseball hat. hooded
sweatshirt, polo shirt or pajamas.
University gear always can come in
handy.
' Price: Sales are always happening
either at the bookstore or the Student
Book Exchange so $20 could buy a
couple nice T-shirts or a fleece.

The Gift: Mix CD
Reasoning: ll could be a powerful
ballad song with lyrics coming loud
through the speakers, a top 40 hit you
see her singing every time she is out
with her friends at the bars or a special
song where she would want someone
to hold her close and tight. A song can
say so much in just three or four minutes and the meaning of some favorite
songs can usually define the relationship.
Price: iTunes sells songs at $0.99 each
and blank CDs are relatively cheap so
$15 should be sufficient.

The Gift: Cooking Dinner
Reasoning: Many couples go out to
eat on Valentine's Day and have to
pay "special menu" prices due to many
fancy restaurants charging higher due
to the holiday. By making her favorite
dish and showing her your cooking
skills past a microwave, it will make her
not only feeling full, but very satisfied
[most times, the thought of the meal
will always triumph over the taste if the
boyfriend cannot cook very well. It's all
about the thought].
Price: Two entrees, a salad, dinner rolls
and a cake of sorts which all can be
bought at Wal-Mart. Kroger or Meijer
will cost approximately $20.

• *»*BA*rmmm*»ma»»*.... .

The Gift: Gift Certificate to a
Salon
Reasoning: It can be next to impossible to find a girl who does not enjoy a
day of being pampered while she gets
her fingernails and hair done. The best
part about this gift is the guy who gives
it to her does not have to be with her if
he cannot bare being in a high-estrogeh
setting.
Price: This will vary depending on
how good the salon is. but $50 seems
reasonable [Remember ladies, do not
be disappointed if you cannot get the
works on a low amount, your boyfriend
is most likely in school himself].

*
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The Gift: Bithrob.
Reasoning: More fashionable than a
towel around the waist, a bathrobe is
a nice idea not too many college guys
have in their wardrobe because it is
more of a luxury item and not a necessity. Men usually make the most of what
little they have, and-a significant other
might want to upgrade their shower
, ware.
Price: A nice. Turkish Cotton Terry
Robe costs $35. but cheaper ones can
be found at discounted superstores.

The Gift: A round of qolf
Reasoning: Even if he is subpar at
athletics and does not have the time
for golf, going out onto the course as a
couple could turn into a fun time enjoying the sun. When it does stop snowing
out. a student can make a reservation at
the University's course. Forrest Creason.
Price: 18 holes on the weekend costs
$16 [a cart costs an additional $10].

PILLOWS
From Page 5
sister though.
"My sister and I will have our
girls nights where we girl talk and
thai something will happen where
it turns into a pillow fight." Yuc
said.
With a love for sports and playful
bedroom fun Yue created tin- pillow case line for all to share.
"I thought it was a nice spin on
hedroont fun." she said. "You get to
take out your frustrations in a fun

and playful way."
In p.ist years junior Chelsea
Hancock and her boyfriend lustin

iVeyant have gone out for a nice
dinner and exchanged simple gifts.
This year maybe a little different
for the two though.
"A pillow fight sounds super
cool," Hancock said. "I like the
idea of being able to relieve your
stress in a playful manner," she
finished while sheepishly looking
at VV'eyant. I le grinned hack at her.
Another student at the I Iniversit \
with a significant other, I tnil\
krynock, hasn't even thought about
Valentine's Day, but is expecting
nothing less than jewelry,
"Pillow cases and pillow fighting sounds weird," she said. "I've
always just gotten jewelry from im

boyfriends."

While she is expecting something dazzling, her boyfriend
shouldn't be expecting anything.
"I'm not buying my boyfriend
anything, they're supposed to buy
you presents," Krynock said.
Giftsandafancydinnershouldn't
be at the heart of Valentine's Day
though. Yue wants couples to be
able to focus on each other and
not the materialistic aspect of the
holiday.
"I know [Valentine's Day] can
be expensive, hut It's not about the
monej 6r where you have to be.,
It is about spending quality time
with each other.'' she said, "lust

enjoj the comparq your significant other gives you."

GRAND
RE "OPENING

The Gift: Andl Men's Essential
Basketball Shoe
Reasoning: Whether it's shooting
hoops on the court or just walking to
class, And) is a quality and durable
shoe. Also, guys tend to wear the same
sneaker every day. and with spring
approaching, a change of shoes might
be necessary if a girlfriend is tired of
seeing an older pair which is badly worn
out.

Feb. 12. 2ooq
5:oopm - 1:00A
SUSHI : until KhOOom)

30% Off

Price: About $60 after tax and shipping rates.

The Gift: DVDi
Reasoning: There is nothing simpler
than two people enjoying a movie. For
guys, the best bet is to go with either
a slasher-type film like any of the Saw
movies, or one of those over-the-top
comedies Will Ferrell or Vince Vaughn
are typically in.
Price: Movies coming out no more
than two years ago are sometimes
already in the bargain bin so $10 could
turn into 100 laughs or screams.

Thursday, February 12.2009 5
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FULL BAR SEWK^jmBm.wiAvmv*
The Gift: Axe Deodorant
Bodyspray
Reasoning: Easily the most advertised
"girl-approved" products. Axe markets
their brand to males wanting to make
a good impression on the ladies, and
for a girlfriend, who wouldn't want their
man to smell good? These sell at any
convenience store such as Walgreens
or Rite-Aid.
Price: For a 4 oz. can. it will cost about
$6 with tax. but if this seems like too
little. Axe also has many other products
such as bodywash and hair gel.

Sources: Gifts.com. Suitel01.com, GolflnOhio.com

*fefal:00am

1616 E WOOSTER STE 6 &%, OHIO 43jfr

419-352-7070 for m***nfimJf&
W
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Good as it Gets"

lc\<\M^^t }h Lev

e people it's not easy to
land love For the obsessivePbmpulsi
Isive writer. Melvm Udall. (Jack
• Mctiholson) it was hard enough to even
understand compassion m a friendship.
When the story of "As Good as it Gets"
grows from the simple relationship
between a man and a dog to the unexpected romantic relationship between
a man and a woman, we discover a
simple power that helps us become
better people.

Met Sally"
o
> this dim is considered by many to
^^Prne epitome of a romantic comedy.
"When Harry Met Sally" raises significant questions about tne idea of love
growing from a friendship. Through
iconic performances by Billy Crystal
and Meg Ryan as the title roles, love is
displayed honestly as an endeavor full
of elegance and often times, awkward-

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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WALL-E"
you cast any judgment on an 1
:ed film about love-struck robots
being featured on a list of romantic
films, first consider the simple story
it powerfully exudes Our lonely
title character meets the love of his
dreams and travels the far reaches of
space just to win her heart. If the epic
nature of this brilliantly creative love
story between WALL-E and EVE isn't
enough to amaze you. its simple message reminding us of the importance of
a personality is truly monumental.

H Movies feature an endless number of emotional
^K stories. This list recognizes the many faces of love
among some of Ihe greatest love Stories ever toH.

ty and the Beast"
' what format you are
iting its story in, "Beauty and the
the magical tale of a love that
tins strong, regardless of physical
appearance. In Disney's animated reinterpretation of the story, the spectacle
is just as vibrant, just as emotional, and
even more profound than most films set
out to be. With a deeply moving and
iconic song to accompany it. this is one
love story we won't soon forget

Love Actually"

m

Even though this film takes place on
other joyous holiday known as
-tmas. "Love Actually" gives us a
.tudy of love through its various
seemingly unconnected stories,
ther it's a struggling marriage, a
business friendship, an unexpected
romance or a youthful infatuation. "Love
Actually" manages to tie them together
in a climactic finale that's impossible not
to be affected by.

"The Notebook"
mal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind"
Everyone who can appreciate a great
love story must first know what its
like to sever that connection of love.
In the unique sci-fi romance, "Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind." Joel's
(Jim Carrey) breakup from Clementine
(Kate Wmslet) was so heartbreaking
that it provoked him to erase her from
his memory. As the memories are
slowly erased from his mind through a
futuristic technological procedure, both
Joel and the audience are reminded of
how important a love is. no matter how
much you want to let go of it.

Jhost"
"Ghost we witness a
unique story about the power of love
taking on a completely new meaning.
Patrick Swayze plays Sam, a man who
is tragically taken from his life with a
beautiful girlfriend named Molly (Demi
Moore). Once he discovers he is now
a ghost, he struggles to protect his
devastated lover, in a manner unlike he
is used to. Therefore. Sam's emotions
transcend even the darkest grips of
death, because of a love that truly will
last forever.

r

Since love is something that encompasses all ages of a person's life. "The
Notebook" dares to show us how one
couples tove remains deeply connected to the way they live out their
lives. Noah (Ryan Gosling) and Allie
(Rachel McAdams) may have met in
their teenage years, but their blossoming love held a constant significance up
to their death. Throughout our lives, we
carry the memories that have shaped
us into the people we are today. Like
the moments out of our own storybook.
"The Notebook" reminds us of how
love is often poetic and deeply instilled
in our lives.

"Titanic"
e is only made stronger through
significant moments people share
together. The love story surrounding
the sinking of the Titanic becomes truly
epic through an equally monumental
event. At the same time, the film itself
relies deeply on the story it contains.
As incredible a film "Titanic" was. it
would have simply been a special
effects driven blockbuster if it weren't
for the beautiful love story depicted by
Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet.
Because of them, the title of highest
grossing picture of all time is truly a fitting status.
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Free Delivery (56 CO mm )
Open 4pm weekdays. Lunch weekends
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Casablanca"

ly 67 years, "Casablanca"
Id a classic love story full
It I
i
:e, passion, pain, regret.
I )■■ i..., In /•,
ind war. Not only does this
funile two lovers who seem
Weui
^ffmed to be together, it culminates
.1 one of the most memorable and
deeply emotional scenes in the history
of film. Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid
Bergman capture a romance that will
forever remain etched in the dreaming
minds of American audiences. With
Casablanca," we learn why love is the
simplest and most important capability
or humans, no matter how hard or painful it may be to recount.
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Burger King offers new fragrance for the burger lover
FREDOYWIHT
EDITOR IN CHIEF

\xmk out Armani, Curve and Calvin
Klein. Who's eating burgers?
Burger King has bottled up the
fragrance of the flame broiled
Whopper, inspiring false hopes
and hunger in all who get a whiff,
and helping singles score dates to
Burger King.
According to firemeetsdesire.
com: "The Whopper sandwich is
America's favorite burger. FLAME
by BK captures the essence of that
love and gives it to you. Behold the
scent of seduction, with a hint of
flame broiled meat."
I always wondered why I was so
attracted to Burger King employees.
And after visiting the Web site, I also
find myself strangely attracted to
the King — he's all sprawled out on
the bear skin rug like that, just reeking of burgers. Who could resist?
At a price of $3.99 a bottle, FLAME
is the perfect Valentine's Day gift to

yourself. I'm not sure how many
Whoppers are captured in the 5
ml. bottles, but the spray only costs
about a dollar more than the burger.
I wonder if it tastes like a Whopper,
too?
Now I doubt that anybody seriously thinks FLAME will actually
score them dates. It's more of a marketing scheme than anything, and a
pretty damn good one.
There is a Taco Bell commercial
that claims the Bacon Club Chalupa
seduces men in the club. But BK has
taken it a step, further and actually
put it in a spray botde. Now we can
smell like fast food without having
to eat it! Do they also sell FLAME
with cheese for 40 cents more?
What food fragrance will be bottled up next? Bacon? Pumpkin pie?
BBQ ribs? Perhaps McDonalds will
develop a Big Mac fragrance.
The FLAME fragrance is only
available at Ricky's stores in New
York City and also online.

wrwFKMiEisi Esn: M

b

ONLINE: For more Food fun, visit The 6G News food blocj at www.bgnews.com.

GEE. YOUR BURGER SMELLS TERRIFIC: Burger Kings new fragrance. FUME by BK. smells like a flame-bro.led Whopper, and [he t„,( food restaurant hopes its scent will help those who wear it attract the same romance that it claims the United Stales has with its popular sandwich

Check us out online at:

www.bgnevfs.com

BrianCahill419.350.3629
r ultimatenightsdj.c m

Hours 6 30am - (HHlnni
located Beside Dairy Queen
419-352-9160

Conrad Lippincott 419. 318. 4602
or lippincoflweddingproductions.com

Ed Koontz 419. 367. 3420
or photocelebrarion.com

2211 RIVER ROAD, STE. 101 • MAUMEE, OH 43567

gotwedding.net
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By Aaron H.IHerlch
I Ilm Critic

WALL-E'
i
i f any judgment or
ated film about love-struck robots
being featured on a list of romantic
films, first consider the simple story
it powerfully exudes Our lonely
title character meets the love of his
dreams and travels the far reaches of
space just to win her heart If the epic
nature of this brilliantly creative love
• ween WALL-E and EVE isn't
you. its simple n
(1 nice of
nallty IS truly monumental

Movies feature an endless number of emotional
stories. This lisi recognizes the many faces of love
among some of the greatest love stories ever told.

iluty and the Beast"
• rmat you are
'•»,j Its story in, "Beauty and the
; the magical tale of a love that
Mtemams strong, regardless of physical
appearance. In Disney's animated remterpretation of the story, the spectacle
is |ust as vibrant, just as emotional, and
even more profound than most films set
* i be. With a deeply moving and
iconic song to accompany it. this is one
love story we won't soon forget.

"Love Actually"
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"Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind"

>ne who can appreciate a great
love story must first know what its
like to sever that connection of love.
In the unique sci-fi romance. "Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind," Joels
(Jim Carrey) breakup from Clementine
(Kate Wmslet) was so heartbreaking
that it provoked him to erase her from
his memory. As the memories are
slowly erased from his mind through a
futuristic technological procedure, both
Joel and the audience are reminded of
how important a love is. no matter how
much you want to let go of it.

"The Notebook"
Ghost"
'he WfO film
• we witness a
unique story about the power of love
taking on a completely new meaning.
Patrick Swayze plays Sam, a man who
is tragically taken from his life with a
beautiful girlfriend named Molly (Demi
Moore). Once he discovers he is now
a ghost, he struggles to protect his
devastated lover, in a manner unlike he
is used to. Therefore. Sam's emotions
transcend even the darkest grips of
death, because of a love that truly will
last forever.

Since love is something that encompasses all ages of a person's life. "The
Notebook"' dares to show us how one
couple's love remains deeply connected to the way they live out their
lives. Noah (Ryan Gosling) and Allie
(Rachel McAdams) may have met in
their teenage years, but their blossoming love held a constant significance up
to their death. Throughout our lives, we
carry the memories that have shaped
us into the people we are today. Like
the moments out of our own storybook.
"The Notebook" reminds us of how
love is often poetic and deeply instilled
in our lives.
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n though this film takes place on
other joyous holiday known as
tstmas "Love Actually" gives us a
ktudy of love through its various
seemingly unconnected stories
it's a struggling marriage, a
bu Ii ■■ friendship, ar\ unexpected
romance or a youthful infatuation. "Love
Actually" manages to tie them together
in a climactic finale that's impossible not
to be affected by.

"Titanic"
e is only made stronger through
le significant moments people share
together. The love story surrounding
the sinking of the Titanic becomes truly
epic through an equally monumental
event. At the same time, the film itself
relies deeply on the story it contains.
As incredible a film "Titanic" was. it
would have simply been a special
effects driven blockbuster if it weren't
for the beautiful love story depicted by
Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet.
Because of them, the title of highest
grossing picture of all time is truly a fitting status
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"Casablanca"
/ears. "Casablanca"
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1
pMpMprV fission, pain, regret.
JRQr*er '
•'"" Not only does this
i^^fflreunite two lovers who seem
i^pt-npd to be together, it culminates
m one of the most memorable and
deeply emotional scenes m the history
of film. Humphrey Bogart and Ingnd
Bergman capture a romance that will
forever remain etched in the dreaming
minds of American audiences. With
Casablanca, we learn why love is the
simplest and most important capability
of humans, no matter how hard or painful it may be to recount.
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Burger King offers new fragrance for the burger lover
yourself. I'm not sure how mans
Whoppers are captured in the 5
ml. bottles, but the spray only Costs
about a dollar more than the burger.
I wonder if it tastes like a Whopper,
too?
l.ook out Armani, Curve and Calvin
Klein. Who's eating burgers?

Now I doubt that anybody seriously thinks FLAMF will actually
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BBQ ribs? Perhaps McDonalds will
develop a Big Mac fragrance.
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GEE. YOUR BURGER SMELLS TERRIFIC: Burger Kings new fragrance. FLAME by BK. smells like a flame-broiled Whopper, and the fast food restaurant hopes its scent will help those who wear it attract the same romance that it claims the United Slates has with its popular sandwich
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HOMEMADE
From Page 3

It's been said that the simple things
made from the heart matter most and
with the economy being in such a poor
state, many like Carpenter are choosing the simpler traditional things in
life to show their love instead of going
over the top with exotic and expensive
plans. But for some the typical dinner
, and a movie is still a possibility for the
wallet.
For loe Edens, he plans to spend
Valentine's Day on a quieter note
"We're keeping it low key this year
so that we can save up for our spring
break," Edens said.
He plans to take his girlfriend to

a movie and dinner and spend the
evening relaxing with the one he loves.
I lis girlfriend is the craft)' type, so he,
like Carpenter is looking forward to
receiving a touch of love from the
heart.
"Personalty, 1 like personal gifts as
opposed to store bought," Edens said.
Even parents are taking the homemade approach thus Valentine's Day.
Senior Katie Poock, gets a package of
homemade sugar cookies with frosting from her mother signed with love.
Her mom even sends the delicious
treats te Poocks roommates.
"My roommates and 1 look forward
to the cookies every year," Poock said.
But if crafting is not a forte that students are proud of, don't fear, because
for Sheryl Krotzer, an education

instructor here at the University, it was
a Valentine's baking disaster that made
the holiday a memory. She found this
out by learning the lesson "that a way
to a man's heart is through his stomach," may no! always be the case.
While dating her husband, one
Valentine's Day, Krotzer decided to
make some homemade pudding
from a box. As she was baking away
she unknowingly left a half cup of milk
out of the recipe and didn't realize it
until after she was ready to place the
pudding in the refrigerator to settle.
"It looked like a bowl of rubber,"
Krotzer said.
With little time left to spare before
her husband was to come over, she
placed the pudding in the refrigerator and hoped for the best When the

time came to serve the pudding she
wasn't sure how her husband would
react.
Spooning the pudding into his
mouth, he gave her a smile and said,
"this is the best tennis ball I ever had."
Both laughing, Krotzer realized that
her husband laughed at the pudding
not for taste but out of love for her and
her efforts. Needless to say, Krotzer
said she has not made homemade
pudding from a box since, but every
time she sees a box, she thinks ofahat
lovely memory she holds dear to her
heart
So despite the good, the bad or the
embarrassing gifts Valentine's Day
may bring, for University students it's
the thought and the love that counts,
and there is no price tag for that
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